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For Murray and
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Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon August 20, 1964
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A conspire due recording unit
Schools
has been given to the radio section
of Murray State College by radial ..a.
station WCBL of Benton Kentucky
according to Dr WL1liam Ray MOfield executive assistant to President Woods The lathe complete
'Calloway County Schools opened
with amplifiers, speaker. and Mi- today
with exercises marking the
750.00.
some
cost
originally
croscope.
Of all the various and sundry acfirst day
6-N
Model
Presto
the
is
It
Students remained at school to., cesscriee that women have to put
"While this type of equipment is ;
Wu') with in their wearing apparel,
day until about noon arid are exe
!
due
was
once
it
as
today
not used
petted to stay all day tomorrow,
the handbag is to uti is the most
to the invention of slot -loading ' Friday
friestraung
are
-We
tapes." said Dr Mofietd.
The following information about pictures and an opportunity to
--(Special to the Ledger & Times) the grom figure. before deductions
Most of the morning today was
pleased that Prof James Harris
the opening of Murray High School purchase school insurance
taken up with necessary announceNEW YORK, Aug 20 - -- From the for taxes and for the cost of doThe
Wife has a nice handbag which
to
will now have the equipment
was released today by Eli Alexand- schedule for these meetings will bq
ments concerning the purchase of
a as not worn in the seghtest The standpoint of groin income. Callo- ing buoineso It compares with 17.in training our students at
use
and
er,
gives
much
that
information
books, school lunches, bus route,,
way County farms were more pro- 662 000 in 1962.
as follows: Thurstisy, August.21.
only thing wrong with It was
Murray State." The college offers
which will be of interest to par- 100 p.m. Junior girls, 1 30 pm
and other information relative to
a gold colored knob on the catch fitable in the past year than were
Related to the number of people ,
in radio-TV as well as a I
minor
•
ents and students.
farms in most secUons of the East on local forms, it represented a gross
the beginning of a new school year.
came off
Junior boys, 2:00 pre. Sophomore
major in generai spesch. and in'
South Central States
Clinics will be announced at a
income of $1,654 per capita
It is suggested that this article girls: 2:30 pm. Sophomore boys;
speech-dr.:ma Some $60.00 worth
Their yield, in proportion to their
later date aceoschng to SuperintenIt was a better return than was
Weil, we reasoned foolishly, why dnbe saved since it gives all of the 300 p.m. Freshman girls; 3. 30 pm.
of recording blanks were also donatdent Buron Jeffrey for those stucard • perfectly good handbag when farm population, was better than: achieved in most farm communities
.
informaticn which is needed for Freshman boys, Seniors may pured to the col:ege by the owner of1 dents who did
not receive proper
all we have to do. la to fla thLs average, ;seconding to a national , in the East South Central States.
the rust rev. days of school, times chase insurance at IOU pm. op
Shelby McCallum. Merles/
le/CBL.
survey of farm and ranch ea-rungs the average being $1.419 per capita.
These immunizeimmunizations
knob back on.
Thursday. August 27.
and dates of book sales, etc.
lum is currently Speaker of the ,
Rey. Hoyt Owen
Increased mechanim-tion, coupled It also topped the $1.473 of the
Uons are required by law.
--The information is printed as
Kentucky House of Represenbativell!
"The school does not sell MaurAll school bus drivers met with
We Just did not understand the with more intensive use of fertilizers1 State of Kentucky.
Rev Hoyt Owen will preoch at Principal Alexander turned it in to &nee. however, we do make thee
and represents the Lyon-Marshall
the Board of Education and SuperThe income figures include the
'sadistic thinking that was hehind and ineectacideo, have enabled them il
First Methodist Church Sunday the Ledger and Times.
District.
available to our students by
to produce more per acre than ever cash receipts from all crop and
intendent Jeffrey on Monday night
"Seventh grade prientstion will service
u_the „knob on Use hand bag
, evening at the 7.30 o'clock service.
"We need a multi-channel remote
means of a group plan through
before,
at 720 and received instructtons.
livestock marketing, together with
be
held
sai.
910
Tuesday,
at
an
"Know
a
of
second
the
Is
continued.,
This
Moneld
Dr
amplifier."
local insurance agency All sUidents
The details, showing how Meal Government paymeersts. and the
They took the buses assigned to
Ands enough The knob
Your Neighbor" series being con- August 21. in' the Murray High who participate in school Retterititra
and conclude ;"Any station theili
• had two little proieotions which growers made out in relation to; value of products raised and used has such an amplifier could be as- ! them for use this morning
School
seventh
Auditorium
with
in
Others
August
ducted during
such as athletics, physical education
County scschools will have a holiwent into two hails an a little flat those in other areas. are revealed on the farm, known as "income in sired that we would put it to good
the series are Rev Johnson Easley, grade supplies on sale after this classes, band. cheerieadire, cidiate,
In the county-by:county study, m- kind "
day on Labor Day. September 7,
piece ailatined to the latch
orientation
for
period
Registration
who preached last Sunday evenuse."
or speech. etc. are encouraged to
inuted by the Eitasidsrd Rate and
The meeting of the First District
Analysis of the local receipts from
ing, and Rev John Archer W ho the Seventh Grade will be held on make use of this service Thlit in----Education Association will be held
the sale of farm products, in line
We figurer-IMF would push the Date. Service.
at
25
Tues.day.
m
p
August
1:00.
will preach August 30
surance covers the student geltb•
It lists grtbs reolipts of $8.106.000 with Department at Agriculture
on October 8 and 9 The Thanksknob on to the flat piece, push the
Rev Owen is minister of South ! -Murray High School students, to and from school, during the
giving holidays are tat for Noverns
ecultural operations in Cal- findings. shows that some 55 perprojections through. then screed the front
Grades
will
8-12
assemble
the
in
Pleasant Grove Methodist Church
school day and when he is on a
ber 26 and 27 and the Christmas
.
two projections so It would hold on loway County in the year This is cent of the returns were from the
and is well known in Murray hav- auditorium at 8.30 am_ Wednes- school trip under the supervision of
vacation will begin at noon on Desale of crops and 45 percent from
ing attended Murray State College day, August 26 for the opening ex- a school sponsor. The oat of this
cember 23 Students report back
the sale of livestock, poultry and
This I. where we were all wet.
and having served several churches ercises This assembly will feature insurance is $250 per student
on January 4 The spring vacation
dairy products.
- Dr. Ralph Tesseneer, Dean of the
around Murray
9
through
5
April
held
be
will
put
Farmers
and
ranchers throughWe carefully opened the bag
'The school lunch room will hi
There. will be specest music by Graduate Studies and Professor of
out
to
the
country had to contend
the knob in place got a punch
I.
the Men's Choir conducted by Dr Psychology at Murray State Col- open for students starung an Friwith a downturn in crop and catspread or brad the proeicUons We
, Karl H.u.seung The minister of lege as guest speaker, with brief day August 28 Student football
tle prices during the pee year At
• banged around for a while and on
First Methodist Otstach. Rev Lloyd remarks by Supt Fred Schultz. and season tickets will be $300 and the
the same tame, their operating coats
succeeded tn makes, the holes
W Ramer said. -We hope that this Student Council President, Beverly sale of these tickets will be anInn lidensillesil
kir
were mounting.
in the flat piece larger It ended
Mrs Laura Wisehart. 88. died
-Know Your Neighbor' verses will Goode After the opening exercises. nounced at a later date"
CAPE KENNEDY DPI) - AmerThis price muerte prevented them
up with the latch beery bent so
help us all to become better ac- the students will go to their homeat 10130 a no today at the Murrayican space scientists today eased
from turning their increased proroomo to receive their schedules and
the bag would not srap lo at sill mere yesterday
quainted with each other"
Callov.av Ccsurry Hospital after an
the flea Syncom -3 communica lions
ducUon into added net income
complete registrant:lin
and the hone; so Siege thin no Law yesterday
extended illnea,
Despite the tanner s inability to
satellite into position for the world's
"Books will be on sale for high
amount of beading would hold the
keep pace with the gains being
She is survived by her husband first stammers ortst and • direct
school students on Saturday mornknob on
Kentucky Lake 7 am 3566. rie made by o(eir sectors of the eco- Robert of Murray route five two eimision link between Asia and
ing August 22. from 8.30 am to
0.1. nomy, his is dell the natious lar !daughter's. Mrs Mame
Mated Stites
13:00 noon; Monday. August 24
Wkk great restraint and print change; brsite° doltt POLL (WW"
e
Last year, Haar ratite two Find Ws VtnetrIta
eking taacking data relayed train
from 2 30 p m to 4 00 pm : and
controlof our tamper, we Informed , 191Ortle& Dom 100.41• no change: gest single industry
our wure thus. the best thing „he ' tatiwater. 30511 up 02
gross farm p
production amounted to Tailor of Granite C
City. Minors. the Phinppines bs the year-oki Sens
Wednesday. August 36 from. 1 .00
sunset 6 43.
Sunrise 5 17
.41 billion.
P.515. to 4,00 pin as the High
three sons Hiliagra.1 Of Granite ('it'.'. cons-2. scientists at Lakehurst, N J,.
could do with the bag was to deam
25
2
lets
00
°
jets
the
gas
14
aboard
the
five,
and triggered two
Harris of Murray route
School office There will be a used
posit it carefully but twenty. In
'book sale sponsored by the Student
Clay of Anchorville. Iiikteepan. a new spacecraft to swing it into posttrash can and buy her a new hand NOW YOU KNOW
orbital
Council at the same date and time
sister Miss Anna Gibson of Mor- Lion for dle unprecedented
Ply United Press Inimaatissial
as listed above
nay. a half-brother Thorns (lesson
- -Western Kentucky - Pair and
---Michael White member of the
m..
p
"The following textbooks for the
At approneriately 1 20
of Buchanan. Tennemee, eleven
Sine. the presidentiol election. Is continued warm today and torught.
Sy United Press International
NASHVILLE. Aug 19. - A privCatimes V County 4-H Teen Club
whirls
Syncom-3
when
grandtoday
freeJ
will
great
EDT.
26
School
and
furnished
be
High
pandehildren
coming up se thought that maYbe Trickly partly cloudy. warm and
mil100
are
There
approximtely
ate consulting engineerIng firm al- or on a rental basis.
Literature placed first WI a Judging Content
over Borneo on the third sweep of
the questions and answers concern- more humid with shoefors and non cattle in the United States. ac- daldren
most certainly 'will be named to
Science. at the Purchase District Fair held
9-12, General
Grades
Its terimanary yo-yo orbit a roctert
trig presidents would be of interest scattered thundershowers in the cording to • aurvey by the Hollynewly-approved
the
for
Mans
dress
New
the
of
member
a
She was
Physical Science, Health. Plane Wednesday night, Atigust 19. at
aboard the satellite will be fired to
They came to us through the mail late afternoon ar evening High to- wood chapter of the American Huthe
across
bridge
highway
Interstate
Liberty Church of Christ where the kick it into a circular 22.300-mile
Geometry. Physics. Chemistry and Mayfield He scored 350 points out
Incidentally we just about mooed day near 90 Low tonight mid flOs. mane Association
Mississippi -River near Caruthers!morel sill be held on Saturday at path chrectly above the equator.
Driver Training New textbooks will of a potasoble 500
* them all if that's any corrafurt
Mo
vale
1:30 Bro C Of 9weett will officiate
be purchased for the Palming subIf successful. Syncon-3 will beMartha Kemp. member of the
and burial will be in the New Lib- come a 24o/sour-a-day station above
' That was the statement Wednes- jects Engirt rammer 9:14a. Math
L What president served the shortMurray., College High 4-H Club
of Warner Dunlap. Tennessee's 12. Speech
day
erty cemetery'
Olympic
relay
Stuto
and
Salesmanship
the Pacafic, ready
set term in office'
place* swan din the Judging con, may call at the J H. telecasts to North Arneoican from chief highway engineer
Mena
dents may purchase either nee or
2 What president served the longtkg. She scored 338 points out of a
He said consulting ftrens have used books for all other
Churnhal Funeral Home which is Japan in Danner. and provide
subjects
ed term in offive'
le 500
experience in planning huge that are not in the above list,.
In charge of arrangements
°communications between the more
3 What president also the youngest
near Carsone
the
as
ouch
spans
"Students will attend school,- -on
Rally Hendon. • member of the
United States and hand-to-racti
to serve in office'
thereville than does the state High- a half-day schedule for the first Calloway County 4-H Teen Club
spas in Asia
4 What president was the oldest
additionally.
and.
Department
way
three days However the efferneorui placed 5th He scared 308 points;
At its 32,300 Mile altitude, Simever inaugurated"
the extensive time required for such will be set a.side for
nit class out of a possible 54)0.
corn-3 artatal slued wt match the
5 What presoidect was sworn -in by
burden
great
a
put
would
Planning
earths renitton The hatbox -shaped
hie father?
which
staff
state
regular
Patients admitted from Monday rnoonlet will appetir motionless in On the
6 What pryaident was • bachelor?
• would also have to perform other
11:31 ant to Wednesday 9:841 a.m. relation to earth
the
received
president
7 What
wort.
greatest popular vote"
"A bridge like that doesn't come
!Willie Gaylen White. Rt 2. Ha8 What president was a newspaper
to an ordinary higher-ay department
zel. Lester Mildred Paschal_ Rt 1.
editor and publisher'
very often." Mr Dunlap said
Hazel! Charles Fenders, Rt 2. Ha9 What president was the fine to
The bridge, which may cost from
-, zel. /sirs Paul Nelson. Rt 1. Benbe inaugurated in Washington.
18 to 30 million dollars. was apton. Mrs Bessie Coles. at 2. Ha- ?
. proved Tuesday by the United States
rel. Mrs Robert Jameson and baby
By EDWARD SHIELDS
vent a similar incident in the fu10 What two democratic presidents
Bureau of Public Roads as poet of
boy. itt 1. Mrs Johnny Garland and
ture s
died in office?
United Press International
y
an interstate highway route from
baby boy. Dexter: Mes
The American spokesman said the
Dyentourg. Tenn, to Mont. Mo
Josephinyl HAMM
Rds. 206 Spruce: Mrs
BERLIN eft -- A Soviet NWT sedan was turning aremnd in a
anticipates
Dtmiap !said
Lovins, New
Mr
Henry
I.
Rt
Wright.
ANSWERS:
fired two bursts from a submaille• street near a Soviet military base
three to four yearo, perhaps longer. Ines gun at a US Army car levied
Concord: Mrs Carman Butler, Rt.
in a sparsely-settled area of Platt
consUsur
actual
passed
required,for
74
be
will
Gibbs.
1 William Henry Harriman 9th PreE
2; Mrs John Kinel. 404 No 1st:
Mr John
Berlin Sunday, it was disclosed to- Berlin when it was fired upon
he
mane
This
Ruth
Mrs
awn
the
-Calloway
of
Main,
v
sident , 1841-1841 ,. died after ontwee%
1302
non
M
the
T. C. Hill.
at
away
day The bullets Maned and no
He said the car was not in a
ly one month in office
Angelo 405 Elm; John Gibbs, Rt. County Hospital on August 19 after noted. that work will have to begin one was injured
restricted area and that other army
since
latest,
Pre33nd
the
206
at
Roosevelt
Mitekgrou.
1968
Bell
by 1947-'4
2 Franklin D
4; Mrs Genie
an extended Illness
In announcing the incident. an pat rots had driven through the
1953-1945' was eeled
!intent
Mrs Tommy CanaNo. Cherry
He is !survived by his wife Mrs. theyentire interstate !intern must American spokesman said the Unitsame area in the past witheut in1972
October.
complete by
fourtimee and died three months
way, 17134 Elm, Mrs Burley Kirks, Mans Burton. Otbbs at 4. Mured States has iodised a /strong pro- cident
Preliminary' talks have begun an
after totti inauguration
310 No 4th, Mrs Annie Eudora ray a daughter, Mrs Mary A
"dangerous.
unsuch
teat animist
other
'amid
sources
Informed
3 Theodore Roteevett 2fith PresiEdwards, Rt 1. Benton. Madison Gee. RI 4. Murray. a son, Relph the nsassive bridge job, the state justified"' shooting which "could
American patrols have driven past
dent 0901-1909, was 42-years
Jones, Fit 4. Mrs Herman Lovett E Gibbs. Jacksonville. Fla.; /son- off(Mal said The first step in the lead to extremely serious consethe Russian compound once the
old when he suceeeded aseasinatd
and baby girl. 801 Elm St, Bel- in-kaw. Burton Eldridge 9et. lAt. 4, project will be a detailed survey of quences"
incident without trouble
est IPeeeklent McKinley
▪ Elias- the land in Weisouri and Tenneston: Kenneth Cohen Outliand, Rt. Murray: a daughterThe United States in notmg that
The Rustans amply took the
William Henry Herren 9th Pre6, Gene Thomas Barrow. Puryeir,i beth Gibbo. Jackspriiille. Fla; a see will pick the actual river cros- the car was about 400 yards from
protest note without giving any
sident (1641-1841) besides being
Mayfield: four sing point, but the decision will be the Red army sentry and termed
Tenn Roger Dale Hudson. Golden brother. Nat Gib
explanation of the incident or
the short ent term president was
Donna Jean and subject to bureau approval.
Pond. Andrew J Williams, Rt 2: grandchildren
the action "unprovoked and undis- shoeing any reaction
68 years old when Inaugurated
and
Fla
ackaonville.
Bill Gibbs
ciplined "
The US Army regularty sends
5 Calvin Coolidge 30th President
Richard Burton Ciets
Danny
A US note called for "appropriate sedans with uniformed drivers and
II:30 am. to Wednesday 990 a.m.
l9Etl929i was adintnietereci the
of R 4. Iliftwre,y.
disciplinary action" against the passengers on tours of East Berlin
oath of office from he father,
woo the son of the late Mr.
Soviet soldier involved. and tie- as • manifestation of right to move
Adis_P-1)._Losett, Rt, I Dexter;
a noterr putitir upon receiving
Callow%
Mrs. Bois Gibbs of
mended snecemary stePes to Pre- freely anywhere in the city
J. C. Russell. Box 89 Hazel: Mr&
Harding's
news of
President
County. He Was a member of the
Edwin Cunntretham. at 5:
The Russians send similar autodeath
•
Billy Dodd. 10, Murray. has been
Jesse Kinney. Rt 5; Cary Pa/shall, Martins Chapel Methodist Churoh
patrols through West Bermobile
6 James Buchanan 15th President
granted a junior membership in
109 No 13th: Mrs Carl Attetns, Rt. and was a Kentucky Colonel
lin
4 tile/n1664 t was the swill
Fereses4 frervaias Will be at Us.4strits Amertcsn *rests Aineciatien 54
TJ woriumgeseteezigsgs -genetaillkers on alea pale
Sokhers
president
Mrs T. J H Churchill Funeral Chapel at St
Joseph. Missouri. announces
liam Harvey, 200 9oo,
rots do not carry anise
Johnson
Rev
7 Dwight D Eisenhower 34th Prewith
Friday
pm
2
boy:
secretary
and
girl
lain
and
Prtatcher.
Glen
L Underwood
The U S protest said the men
The Murray High School Student
1053-1961 received more
Rt 4 Paducah; Miss Irvine Crass. Easley officiating. Burial MU be
membership en- Council Used Book sale will be held fired on by the sentry "were ex
junior
new
Cemetery.
than 35 million votetS hithe
This
Chapel
Martins
the
in
Valen„, ., .e//strs Charles
'
500 No,3
register pure- at Murray High Selma Students pronging their rights of freedom of
to
member
the
electkei of 195e
tities
H.
J
the
at
call
may
Fumed.%
Hula
Haze I , James;
tine. itt
the Soviet sector of
It Warren 0 Harding 29th PresiHome until the bred Angus at regular membership will be there to receive books on movement in
Parkiend Drive: Mrs Mary Vaughn. Churchill Funeral
the Friday. August 21. from 2 00 to Berlln, rights also enjoyed by Soviet
of
privileges
the
to
and
dent 11921-1923. was editor and
rates
hour
funeral
Gaylon White.
toidwater Rd
the Allied sectors of
Assoiciatton until the age of 31 At 4 30 p no and Saturday. Augurs( 22. personnel in
publisher of the Marion 'Ohio)
- - ----2. Hazel. Mrs Roy Underhill
Berlin'
members are eligi- from 9 00 to 11 30 a m
junior
time
ettir
that
CALLED
FIREMEN
and baby boy. Rt 1. Golden Pond:
The United States protested to
The used books wall go on sale
9 Thomas Jefferson 3rd President
lOepart- ble to convert to lifetime memberMrs. Nettie Fulton. 409 No 6th: - 11he Murray City Tire
A PUT UP JOB-Michael Dunn. 3-feet-10, stands on a ladder
9 30 to 1130 the Soviet ambaserador in East Ber24.
August
Monday.
Association
the
in
1801-1809, was the first presiFarmship
1702
to
call
a
to pose with Phoebe Dorn, 5-feet-2, In Hollywood as they
Mrs James McWaters, 105 No 14th. Mont reported
Abrosirnov, and to the
dent to be elected in a two-party
Billy was one of 231 young people a m and 2 00 to 4 00 p m and in lin
er Ave. this morning The oortiA
utenkider getting married. He Is. Broadway dramatic actof,
Benton, Mrs Tim Smith, Rt
of 9oelet Illesees Si/kat
commander
11:30
to
30
9
36.
Anguest
Tuesday.
junreceive
to
States
United
cruninign: be inaugurated in
the
In
llet Is on the coast for a role In "Ship of Fools." Sin te
Farmington, Herman K Elias. Rt. a touter had caught (xi fire
Germany. (ten Ivan .fikubovalty.
a m and 2 00 to 4 00 p m
ior memberships last month
fire was out on arrival,
an off-Broadway actress.
Benton
1.
Rt
(tore
James
1,
(Continued On Page These
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FADE TWO
THE LEDGER & TIMES —

THE LEDGER 6L. TIMES

MURRAY. KENTOCET
THURSDAY — AUGUST 20, 1964

Pope Paul VI
Proves Hard To
Characterize

PUBLISHED by LEDGER & TIMES
PUBLISHING COMPANY. I.
CiOnaolutation of the Murray Ledger, Itue Calloway
Tlmaik and The
Illmes-Heralo, October 2U, 1928, and the West Kentuckia
n, January
L 1941.

•

JAM M C. W/LLIAMS, PUBLISKID1

Rs rearve the right

to reject any AdviarUsIns, Letters to the =tar.
at Public Voice name which, in our opinion,
are not for the beat is•
of our readers.
NATIONAL BEPRIIIiENTATIVMS: WALLACE
WITMER CO., 1509
liad/son Ave., Memphis, Team.; TUne & Lite Bldg.,
New Yost, N.Y.;
Stepbenson Bldg., Detroit, Midi.

The Almanac
UIGH LIGHTS
OF THE NEWS

Snared at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky,
for transmon as
Second Came flatter.

lay tatted Press International
Today is Thursday. August INJ.
the Mad day of 1964 with 1S3 to
follow
WASHINGTON
Senate liberals,
"The Oiststauding Civic &seal of • C.osuintuad
The moon Is approaching its full brusturs aside a sesere setback to
y is the
phase.
.
Wearily a
the
allies in the Mouse. planned
ikagiverThe --EntWturig alihnare Jams..-lotlay to keep up the bottle against
THURSDAY — AUGUST 20, 1964
Saturn. Versus and haws.
a triose to delay Supectne MuttThe evening star is Saturn_
ordered reapportionment of state
WE NEED DECENT ROADS
On this din in Watery:
legislatures
•
In 1741. Danish navigator Vitus
Bering discovered Alaska.
WASHINGTON - President
EVEN YEARS of arguments have passed concerning
InterIn 1914. Germany oocupsed the Johnson today Aimed into law letate Highway 24:and reams of copy have been written,
both Belgium capital. Brusesis
gahoaon winch would give hum aueditorial and news, but the final outcome is that the
highway. In 1941. Russia blew up its Dniep- thority to wage "war on piaverty- er Dam as German troops swept with a $947 5 million pnagram to
will miss Calloway County completely.
scrota the Ukraine
life the aarrari• prier of the naCut off from the 'lest of the state by the Ohio and Tennesk Iwo Russia retrieved two dogs tsonS peor;)
-tsee Rivers, this section of the state will remain
that way, &tan a space satellite, the first livwith 1-24 barely entering .near Paducah, then shooting
WASHINOTON - The Democratright kig creatures ever recovered froom
Flute:ran Convnittee switched teday
SP&Ce
out again toward Princeton across Kentucky Lake.
to convention cka with the civil
Henry Ward, in pushing for his route, has succeeded
in
A thought for the d- ay - Bntish rights plank providing the only
denying the Kentucky Lake area the immense traffic
emouldenng MU!
which Phik
'
s°Ptler Berultnd Rums/ rilud
"A good society is • mauls to '
1-24 will bring down from the north.
a
good life for those who compote it:
C.A.MPOESE1J AO ISLAND. N. B.
We would not nund 1-24 being routed where it is if we not something
having a kind of ex- -The Fast Ladies; of the United
could just understand why.'
cellence on its own amount.
Statee and Canada visit here today
•
to dedicate the summer home of
We just fail to comprehend Henry Ward's reasoning
that
Saturday. August 22
Franklin D Rouseselt as the 'mind's
the state will be'aidedby the use of his route, or
that the
The litlankenstup Circle of the first International Park.
people of the Purchase wbehenctited.
South Pleasant Grove M
_
is
- One of nis pi:tic:pal points is that if 1-24 extends
WASHINGTON - Perite Demofrom Church
sPu"c'ring
Pail Hi*
Party and Sale
at the achurch
ill- antic Whip Hubert H Humphrey,
Princeton to Paducah. taking the place of the Western
Ken- lowslophell beginning at s oo
the man mast likely to be Presitucky Parkway between those two points, the
state would Au hots WV new and pnced raw. dent Johnson's runrang-mate, is
save money,
eanabiey. Refreshmenta
be wonting behind the scene to- deserved
vise a plan for seating 1111wIpitypi's
We do not see how. If the Western Kentucky
Palms,
Demooratic cons entam delegates.
extended from Princeton
etTBSCRIPTION RATk: By Carrier In Murray,
per week aut.
month 85t. La.(..:alioway and adJLehlha
CULLCILIaL Der Year. 1440;
where, $8 JO.

tee

S

New Plan
Eases Problem
Of Garbage

to Paducah, the people who tittle!
this isection will pay for it, not the state. 11 1-24 is
CHICAGO
The United Auto
built between these two points, The state will have to
Workers union met today to formpay fur one I
any reject General Motors. Ford
tenth of it. Therefore the way we see it is that
the state will
and Chrysier econonuc offers and
be better off financially if 1-24 is not built
between those
WS a strike target for the 1964
Mc, ponita.
negotiations.
- -We have the feeling that Ward is afraid that
the Parkway
SAIGON Vlet Nam - Two-thouswill not pay for Itself and is attempting to funnel
traffic into
it via 1-24. He need have no fear that
the East-West ParkSy DOROTIIIF it M. BROOKS
way will not pay for itself. It 16 the only
United Press Internatiooal
decent east-west •
mote
YORK tfl
Kentacgy. Who. we wonder, would go from here
Garbage It
to iranNEW
- about or lo
t plervant to thank
lataliSVIlle on the Oid route with a good
four-lane. highway handle but it
something that
available.
!every family must cope with In
However the cletis:un has been
made by the political cine was: °r ah"thel.
A nes; reftre system, designed to
powers that be. It is & ,ad commentary on
our tirnes when eurni.ioite
unsightly.
unsuutary
everything is determined by politics.
cans. features 10-itailoo thaPostible
We could issue a word of %yarning to the
present Demo- two-ply wet strength pave bags'
and nest steel receptacles arid procratic administration.
teins to do away with much of
Since we have missed 1-24 after a good
fight to get it, the die ungisiaantam cif garbage
administration would be wise to see to it
that this part of handling.
Already in toe in industrial. inKentucky receives some decent roads and
highways in the stitutional
and other commercial
_near future.
Installations. the system. called
We have heard many romblings among
staunch Demo- Trim Then by Union Bes-Cainpl,
crats about how they are going to vote if
this administration Paper Corp. which developed it. is
being tested in a number of mundoes not do some subotantial roadwork in
this area.
itipahtiesThis end-of Kentucky has historically voted
Democratic, The American Public Works Asright down the line. And some of the voters
are now asking sociation reporting on a two-month
teat conducted by It in Buffalo. N Y
-for Wha'.".
concluded the dapoinsbie kraft paWe have some of the greatest attractio
ns on earth here per refuee Flack xyatem as • conin Western Kentucka', yetIne tourist Literally
risks his life to tnbution to the art • step in the
—get-to-theca Kentucky
the iargeit artificial lake In the right direetaan and one worthy of
serious
consideration
by
many
world, filled with crappie, bas., catfish,
bream. perch, Ruck
Fish, and Many more, has leading to it several
tit
:
lone
the major advantages.
small, narrow,
high crowned roads. The highway from
Marray to the access Mute Bag mention,'
- WW1' 7•11rucan .ems noisy than
rued to the dam is fraught with danger
(how many deaths conrenuonal rartsare cans
have been recorded on this road In recent
- The bag holds 30 ir•DOVIS. Mari
years)..
_Since We-iia loat-11-34, we wire the attnitrdst
than the usual garbage ran.
ratton to set
-Since the steel receptacle ele
a precedent 111 Kentucky politics, and
give Calloway CountyPt
and-Westeni Kentucky some decent
come dented and unsightly like
roads.

•

•

ly justified by his record. As CardPope Paul's first encyclical, which reached
at this point is that it is
inal Montini. he had been a leader was issued
this week.
too early in his pontificate to pin
of the progressive forces in the first
A large portion of the 12.000-word any
kind of label on the brUllant,
session of the Vatican Ecumenical enpyclical
was devoted to a blister- complex man who is Paul VI.
Council.
ing denttnciation of COMITIOnlaifil.
The first widespread questions It was clearly
intended to strengabout the new Pope's course arose then anti-Conunt
uiLat parties in Itaduring the oouncil's second session ly. and to close
the "opening to the
last fall. Pope Paul declined to sup- left" attributed to Joins XXIII.
port the progressives in their atThe encyclical also laid heavy
tempt to get an immediate vote on stress on papal supremacy
as an
By LOUIS CASSELS
a declaration in favor of religious essential concept
which the CathoUnited Press International
liberty and a statement exculpating lic Church
can never canpromise
Pope Paul VI is-proving to be the Jewish people of the crucifixion for the
sake of Christian unity.
very hard to characterize.
of Christ.
Is he a progressive or a conserTwo Conclusions Possible
Progressives Disappointed
vatn r?
By
adding fact to rumor, and mixIs he committed to reform and
Council progressaves also were ing us a dash of speculation. it
reunion. like Pope John XXIII? Or disappoint
ed by what they regard- would be quite pusable to arrive at
Is he preoccupied with the problems ed as the
Pope's failure to throw the conclusion that Rope Paul law,
DOlitics
and
internation
St! .141.11eR
al,Ins full weight behind a document
gone over to the conservative bide
diplomacy. like Pope Pius XII?
spelling out the ao-c,alled "Doctrine and is no longer
bent on carrying ,
When Paul VI ascended the paof Collegiality." which holds that out the program of John XXIII.
;
pal throne last June. he we:: regard- all bishope
share with the Pope in
But this conclusion would not I
a
ed as the chosen heir of Joins
the exercise of supreme authority necessarily
be true For there are
THE WINNER--Genuna ereaa
XXIII In fact, it was widely pre- in
the church.
Guerreto Cruz, 20, statuother
ecedfacts which need to be con-1
ad
dicted that he would be even more
esque "M1 a
Philippines,*
progressive. and even more devotReports sped through the council
clutches her $10,000 check
One ie the agenda for the third
ed to the cause of Christian unity, that conservative leadera of the
for top prize after being
session of the Vatican Council beRoman Curia had succeeded in perthan his predecessor
chosen "Miss International
This prediction seemed to be amp- suading the Pope that Italy was on gimung Sept. 14. It ts headed by
Beauty of 1965" in Long
-- the brink of going Communist., and the "collegiality- document - and
Beach, Calif. She pledged the
those who have read it. in the form I
that
he
could
avert this disaster
410.000 to hoincless children
and
chanting
Buddhists
today
It will be voted upon, say that it is'
In her naUve land.
waited Preskleat Nguyen Khanith only by de-emplasizing the idea as forthright
any progressive
as
to stamp out remnants of alleged 1 that the Catholic Church needed re- could desire. Close bfaund it on
raise peraecuUen or 1.1:C re- forming.
the agenda are declaration.s on reThese reports have neve; been
FOR ATHLETE'S FOOT
sumpuon of tr...
proligious litierty and the Jews.
infirmed, and many Vatican obL'SE KF:RATOLYTIC ACTION
tests, that led tc the,doe
servers have always felt that they
One set of facts seems to con- Betraguwe It •latiale• art the Infected akin.
President Ngo anh
emir.
for. gross exaggerations. at best. tradict the other. Perhaps the most You New hen1111, •Lin replace It. Get
quahrk.dr)lag T I I. Bawd, a keraiol, lie
WASHINGTON - OOP prat- But they are likely to be revised by judicious conclusion that can be
at any drag .lore. If n4,1
In
dental candidate Barry 111, Gold)...or Is. 1.4
I ae aattseptle,
water was embarked today on a
T.I
I
tat!'
14.1%11E5
loop-full
•- offensive against the
fig.
feel. Nol udo.r
1•111)•
Johnson adminstnition. leveling new
LEDGER & TIMES WILE
...The In the
for hottr•.
agt
chinas agaanat its policies and
A small twister did considerable damage here yesterday HOILIA‘I/ 11111 t.
onalliiieng the President to defend hanaelf
telessaii debates, about 3:30 p.m Damage was centered primarily about the

•

Ten Years Ago Today

JACKSONVIL- LE. Fla. - The first
coultempt action under the Civil
Rights Act was taken Wednesday
by a 'southern nadite Who told
spare-tune deputy to get out uf the
sheriff
department and a motel
manager to admit Negroes regardless of a local tx.gice order.
-CHICAGO - Place returned I.GtdaY to the troubled streets of south
auburcian Dor:moor, where two nrghta
of NeArt) noting left nearly 60 in)..reci and more than 80 arrested
-

•

Murray Drive-In Theatre. About half of the screen was.ripped
away and scattered over a two block area.
Jerry Buchanan -finished the Babe Ruth season with a
batting average of .690 to lead his nearest opponent 4)Ver 1,09
points. Tommy Wells finished second and Ted Billington was
third_
Miss Glenda McAlister. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Byron
McAlister of Fulton, become the bride of Robert Brown Miller, son of Mr. and Mrs. R M Miller of Murray on Sunday,
August 15.
Twenty-nine of the close relu.tIves and friends of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Dunn met Sunday at the City Park for the
family reunion that is celebrated with a spread dinner each
lyear sometime in August
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Invidi"ftill
tkeli mit "
b
garbtige cans
tio
-Collectors make only one trip
,from truck to house They drrp off
a new vupply of paper bags pick
up the filled bag" but do not have
By UNITED PRESS INTE&SA
TION&A
to return to the house as they
ATLANTIC CITY.
— Atty. Gen Robert
Kennedy, would with • rah
addiebbii..g the Democratic Platform Committe
-Easing the collect...a .burden
e:
"Lawles.s disregard for the rights of others
is wrong when and cutting the nimble Ge 'trips
It is used to deny civil rights and . . .
is wrong when it is speeds collections unman elficused to obtain civil rights."
iency and lowers CORI
For the homeowner. It means
a simpler neater method of disWASHINGTON -- President-Lyndon ff. Johnson,
address- posing of refuse.
ing Congressmen gathered at a "thank youparty he held for
Tht steel oontalnerr, In single
the legislators:
and double bag model, have hing•
'Perhaps this year we will be able to combine our
farewell ed, top lids. cu-:wined %Oh foam
to Congrea. party with the annual Christmas
tree lighting rubber to provide a tnet. air-tight.
ceremony'
a.sect-proof heal
A full-length dour in the front .
---of the cabinet gives complete ease
- WASHINGTON — Republican presidential
candidate Bar- to
the bag mad.- of wet-strength.
ry Goldwater, commenting on the Senate's failure
to-suspend water-repellena ;kraft of $0-pound
the equa: time rule so that he and
President Johnson could basis *mete A square bottom on r
stage a television debate:
, the bag provides a firm base And.
"If he will debate. I am *Mins to pay for the
since the bag twee a.s a liner it
time."
_
keeps refine from soiling the cab- .
LAS VEGAS, Nev. — One of England's Beatles,
asked if met by direq concert. elinorueing
_
Intended to gamble while In Las Vegas:
the meaty crime d' weaning wal-

(Calling All Savers Here)

NGS

Quotes From The News

ON BRAND-NEW '64 PLYMOUTHS
AND VALIANTS ARE TERRIFIC
AT YOUR PLYMOUTH DEALER'S!

sIBINIM111
•HF:RE'S HOW PLYMOUTH'S STRONG 11-Y F: A RI 110,000MILE WARRANTY PROTECTS YOU: Chrysler Corporation warrants for I 's.r. or 50,000 mills, whichever comes
Arst,'gale.' detests la materials and werknianshie and will
replace or repair at • Chrysler Motors Corporation Authorised Densler'a piece of business, the engine block, head and
Internal parts, intake manifold, water pump, tranamiaelon
case and internal pa rta (excluding manual clutehl, torque
convertor, drive abaft, univarasljuinta,eier -ioril-sect differ.
on tial, and rear wheel bearings of its 1564 automobiles, pro-,
•ided the .,arner. has lit, engine oil changed every 3
Alia
or 4,006 mile.. whichever comes first, the oil filter replaced
second cut chases and Lk.awalwaratos •4'e.--644••-eiesere4-ec•ry 6 month. and replaced every 2 years, and every fr
toenths fur ni.he.. to %bath• dealer evoi•neekt aerferinsaea of
the requ.red service. and reouevta the dealer to certify II fiteeipt of such evideese sad (2) the car's tha• entrant mileage.

"Yeah. man,. yeah.

nar
,
. Y CST

/ ANT ADS WON

'

Tmg aJNIWTV SAIDOCT

IMTOGENARIAN rinDLES
s •
AROUND
RULE -Tex TIS - Back :n ISM,
13,•H Mays paid 58 for a siolin said
to be mode in the 15th Century
'
Now
Mays is a terra e gh
the instrument at Old Fiddlers COOtesta. He stole the show recently at
Rule's snual Wild Horse Prairie
Fun Festival
Map said he has °ten plat int the
fiddle. Allah has an airbreasatel
iiess SUN". file ass is He. atapr...it
•
a ,waeideta
_tie!,

TAYLOR MOTORS Inc.

••••••

I

803 So. sin St

Murray. Ky.
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as point is that it is
his pontificate to pin
label on the brilliant,
who is Paul VI.
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g—Gemrna ereaa
Cruz, 20, status a Philippines,"
er ;10,000 check
rise after being
r.iss International
1965" in Long
f. She pledged the
bonaless children
Dative land.
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him about keeping UP his good
training by not eating junk."
Wynn said that through waiting
with the clubs' 210 resident camp
1 and 150 camp programs he has
concluded that with young People
'pima seems to be the big replacecent of the old-fashioned hamburglid hd

Nutrition Is
Difficult To
0 Get
C7 Across

Joe's Are Go
By GAY PAULEY
"For parties. a Sloppy Joe is
CPI Women's Editor
strow, (-spec:101y in the Midwest
1
Nr'w yontc ,vpD -- You can't You make it simply by tryirr; hampreaeh nutrition to teanagers. The burger meat loosely in the, pan,
Pit••%
, 44# t-eqs,e+•.
moiler pqpn, lisbits lie5an. - grid add - f$rriato 7ciuce and -Is for them to have a goal for de- simmer Serve
on cut, slightly
velftling them.
steamed hamburger buns."
In the main course department,
David Wynn,.'nrovvam diSa.
"
rector for the Boys Clubs of Amer. teen-agers are -pretty fond" of fried
its. which represents 635 dubs and chicken, turkey. roast beef, steak
600 000 members.
and meat loaf, with hamburger and
Wynn gut on the subJe^a of teen- hot dogs still well received. Spaghetaver eating ixttterns when asked ti and meat balLs are "very popatrit were current favorites with ular,"
the vounaer
Pizza and Sloppy
He listed vegetable favoritets as
Ji.ss are high on the 11:41,, but more oorn, creamed or whole on the cob
about the favorites later.
• in season, string beans and peas—
Concerned With Nutrition
"a moderate interest here
tsbd Wvinn, "I think those of us I
Dessert favorites are cakes and
who are concerned with nutrition
given the syrup
But we know it will get us nowhere. ice cream When
and sundae treatment, amid pie.
to try to talk nutrition in a preachy
Fruit favorites are pineapple, peachway.
es and pears,
"There is no point at all in saying. "Someday you will get fat if
you keep on Patin; thLs food or
thit which may be high in calories
bee. ?OW in body building content.' "
"Teens are simply not, intereeted
in '.someday "
•
"'therefore," Wynn continued. "we
as▪sociate the values of good nutritional food balance in direct relation to improving a skill of fulfilling an achievement in which
teens are particularly interested"
'filen they oll listen,' he said.
"Far example, a boy who wants to
make a football or basketball team
will hear you when you talk to

•

•

SEEN AND HEARD. ,

i Er.

CHOICE CORN FED. Mt 1.I.1

fIRST CUT

CENTER C

FRESH GROUND LEAN

BOX

1 1 Bs

I

IRE

NEW! 11-KOFLY CAKE

clooft,
Kill-Ko fly Coke is neat,
*dot less. Keep moist
kills flies
in plastic troy,
from the
oil season Ion&
seekers of tk•
oripriol super bows
Fly Scott

FRESH HOME-MADE

HOME GROWNCANTALOUPES

WONDER - Twin Bag

SHOP UNTIL 8:00 P.M. ON
FRIDAY NIGHTS
At The Following Stores:

Kiddie Korner
Factory Outlet
Bello
Doi -Creneraf Store
Lerman
.Kuhn's Variety
Family Shoe Store
Everett's 100 Store
Ben Franklin

— 1 -LB. TIN —

Cooking or Eating

Lb.

(Bath Size .... 2 for 33e)

9

33e

F
OR

C

ob_r_o

007c

a

-1 LB. 1
pint "le/

CONDENSED ALL _ _ _ _ giant si.79c
BREEZE
33`
VIM TABLETS

(SAYE 10:i

-

West

illoRTENING

Regular Size a

4 for 51c) .

•fl

73

4-lb. ha"

--

9c

HANOI LT - Dam, Turkey. Chicken, Beef - 11-oz.

DINNERS
itoNTY 1r

- I, II/ I i:i

PACKERS PUKE - 13-11. Net

59' LARD
$2.69 LEMON-ADE
694.
CUT
33' Purex Bleach 35c

etint 517Air

.
•
FROSTY ACRES - 10-0'. PL.•;.

___

RINSO BLUE
SURF

giant .i/e

reg

HALF GALLON

U.:&• NO. 1 -

SWAN LIQUID

-

WISK
FINAL TOUCII

I ii

(SAVE 12c) — — — — — — — hay gallon

DO YOUR SHOPPING
DOWNTOWN

,ARMOIR -

00Kk D BARRIO( 1

0

MANOR HOUSE: of COLOR

6.r.co.,

49fb

CHUCK ROAST 39c lb. 49e WEBERS_ - 39*
t
HAMBURGER 1E001 CHICKEN
PORK
59FRESH
Sausage
29* POTATO CHIPS
49c APPLES
39
Regular Size

GOLDWATER MAN — Sam
Claiborne (above) of La Follette, Tenn-, la southern regional -director for "irry
Goldwater's presidential campaign. Claiborne haa charge
of campaign activities in
Tennessee, Kentucky. North
Carolina. South Carolina.
Florida. Georgia. Alabama
and Virginia.
'

• ifolue

1-LB.

(Bath Size

•

•.

It STAR - 1-1.b. Pkg,

BACON

COUNTRY RIBS 19

LIFEBOUY - _ _
'N
Lt X
COLD WATER ALL

iContineed From Page One)
Waalungtori, DC and sista his
term in the new White House
10 Franklin D Roce,evelt and John
•
F Kennedy 32nd and 35th Presidents of the United States

•

•

LEAN, MEATY

!so

Bag

I1 e)

$127
64°

Red Potatoes 39c
F:1* EY .4-0,. Cans

- — — 1 quart

HANDY ANDY

I quart

Vienna Sausage 2.i35c

69*

LUX FLAKES
TUNA

reg. size

- 14-0z. Pkg.

Lima

PK!

aa

Frosting Mix 2i 25c FISH STICKS

reg. size eon

NABISCO — I-lb: box

Assorted flavors

ORMI( K

4-lb. box

49c

69° Pineapple Tidbits
itEGILLA.
SIZE

Bagwell - 18-oz. jars

TOMATO JUR

1U
AL STOMA.'

--

ii;-..( II)

s

9'

Cherry PRESERVES

it On,

BANANAS

3 for

Instant -2/
1
4-oz. jar

Tender LEAF TEA

Lb

We

OPEN EVERY

FIKE

'TR 'd

(111t•s•

•

c

25 Flavor-Kist - 13-oz. pkg.
39e Pecan Praline Cookies
3 FOR 25c Sea Island - No. 2 can

DEL MONTI

RITZ CRACKERS
JEI4L-0
TEA

FROSTY it

FROSTY SEAS

JIFFY CAKE AND

9

CORN
EANS1,

59et •

Reserve the at

+- to, Limit Quizatit •
_ .

•

F001
MARK I-

•

•
•.•

• ,

Ksern- •

anatarimala..•••••rt:-•••••stesa.1•111111111111saleaneo..,

••••

4
•

•
c_

_

ft*

s

-

4

•
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silk linen with etchings of so-olled
vagazgazego====a11
lace. The Sabrina neckline and elMrs. J. B. Burkeen
bow-length sleeves were defined
with lover's knot cut-outs etched
Phone 753-4947
On Sunday. Aug.). the First Bapoftionting. '
tist Church of Metropolis. III.. s-as! The guests entered the church tn lace. ILIe bottom of the softly
• shaped ben skirt was highlighted
Use scene of the wedding of Oftssr as. Dirs. George Fetnnier
of Mero
wll
s.:5
1 aci
lllYscroli
-w•Ite
Carla Housenoht. daughter of Moltropons presented a program
ed truing/nt
h,* sugg
flur
es
et.e
17:
and Mrs. C. H. Houseright. to Joasph novo. music. The soloist was
Mrs.
tunic effect. The chapel-length
H. Restroat. son of Mr 'and Mni.IJoho skimmer. a sorority
sister of train
repeated Use lace motif and
William S. SanitieLs of Lebanon,the bride, from Marray. The
altar was
secured at the Waistline by a
Junction. and grandson of Rev, and! was banked with palms and ferns,
• Dior bow centered with•self-fabric
Mrs. J. H Thurman of Murray The interspersed with white flowers.
ins
uemon
The
fea
brin
eieb's
owttered
-langthveil
double-ring ceremony was perform-. The bride, given in marriage by ro
froom
t alk
ali
ad at 2:30 p.m with Rev. H. Ralph her father, wore a formal
goon Of orchid
clustee of allk, sprinkled with
OW pearls and irridascenOs. The
Dr. and. Mrs. 0. C. Wens. Jr.. and Mrs. Joe Pat Trevathan
//1//////,.///
/////// .111/ //MA/ //////11////////////V/ /A///////.45'////////Y
bride* bouquet web a cascade of
The Maryleona Frost Circle of the
and daughter. Mary •v1ZE-13/6.• take Ilirry back to Glendale on
white ptillaenopois orchids, lilies of
Woman's Scioto% of Chnatian SetDEAF ABBY: My probleini may ed ui(h the sister-in-law. You can
Kt‘117.1C. Tenn_ Dr. and Mrs. Harry
. Saturday?
Die valley. and stephanotis.
net sound very serials to you, but arsy
1 vice of the First Methodist Church
a s borrow a cup of guitar.
Wroht and axis. ar.ke
•• • •
ML1S Vicki Hall of Elkton. served it has mused a small war between
met in the honer of Mrs. Ed West.
ou better, if the
Once she knows )
of. Metrupoias. Ill. aral Mr. and
Mr. and As. Daun J. Boyd and
her former roommate and sorority my girl and me. I am a ;Italia: nic. hi
interested, and norrnai,
Mos lont Wens ....oct e.ten. A..u.n chola:ea Beverly. Bela Besuat. and 301 North Tentr Street. on 'ruesMater as maid of honor. The brides- 23 and single I am going with a you'll have your chance. Other1. at nine-thirty
afici .Laie. of Cucusati. 01110. were Garth. of Lea Lansing. Mats, arc day. August
ids were Mois Nancy Housenght, very nice girl who is
and works wise, who needs him?
the a cesono guests at Moo parenta. Use gaesta of their csucn:s. Mr and o'clock in the morning
sister of the bride. MINS Martha in an office. Her office is having
•• • •
Mrs. Perry Brandon. chairmen,
"Dr and Mrs. 0. C. Walls. South Mrs. Bernice Bi-cycl and Mr. ancl
Dever. and Miss Judy Rexroat, sisopened the meeting and directed
ty. A haynde, of all things..
DEAR ABBY: I would like to know
ion
Mrs. Waiter Conner.
ter of the groom.
I the bususesa Reports acre made
They decided not to ask anyone who what to do about a neighbor Attu)
a •• •
•• ••
The bride's attendants were at- is NOT employed in their office. talks about sex all the t011t. No matby the secretary, Sant. Ruth ChamMr. " and Mrs Tip Miner and
Mr. anci Mrs. Douglaaa
tired in Identically designed street- That isn't too bad. But the clincher ter what anybody says. lie always
clal.Ven. Gaya and Rick.. returned 105 South 8th Street, are the w- bers. and by the treasurer. Mrs 1J051
length gowns of peau de sole. Each is that no wives or hastond.s are puts a duty mamma to it, and gets
home Saturday after a motor trip ent, of a son. Kelm Mark. weighing Robmson
osholvotO
molten. They are all over 21 and off on his favorite &abject, He tom
-avothe--Wtwids
seven potato's two oinCes. barn en
with a matching headpiece of la
the United Nations International
c drInk.s are served. I wouldn't go to ilia*. %torts. too. His wife mud
C.ty. Eu.oute home they ciune by sunuay. July MO. at the )41urrayfabric ruse and circular veil The an office party U my wife was not thinkcut:s becauseashe is right
Children a LantrgencY Fund were
V.nolungton. D. C.. anti other brenti. 0.Ulus."Ay County Hospital.
attendant& carried bouquets faaln welex_me. My girl is on the hoynde there and she laughs right along
presented by Mrs. William Cald• puirnirin Vutruit. They came by
••••
toned of cascades of pink glamelial teammate.: and she silos I don't work with him. The rest of us are amwell. The circle is aiding in the
Gleasaie Orphans /Irate to get
Guests m the Maurtoe Humphrey
and rosebuds.
hian offor and I don't know what byrrassed and try to change the
Terry pole airMiiiNsending the weet noose this pad see& were Mlisi UNICEF program as a project.
Miss Susan Femmer, daughter of Ins talking about, that any tune subject, but he can turn any gabdevotion from Galationill:4.
as nierto of the flotti Sunciay orlsoai Nancy Shore of Prince...tn. Roy 5. The
9. and 10 was given
lays. Lo.
Mr. and Mn. George Fernmer of you have married couples at a jeca Oinka
in We are disto sex stunts.
Class of the Pitat Baptist Chicon Payne of Glasgow, and Mr. and weti King.
Metropolis, served as flower gilt drinking party it always ends uo gusted with him but don't know how
. ann has mid-a bong spent at the x.rs. Doc Peered and sons. Doug Midi 5.h.s James Byrn presented
the
Bradley Woods, son of Mr and Mrs. In a drunken brawl. Am I wrong? to handle die situation. Any suggeshome of Mrs. /Sivas E Jommo prod- Ben. (3' Lowington,
program entitled "What Christian
tions?
Jittnes Woo* of Metropolis. served Or Moine?
_ dent of the claw "int Mullen and
S. •••
/Women Should Read and When"
MECHANIC
as ring bearer. •
"MRS. CLEAN"
-Terry toured Mammoth Cave NaPosnwastar arid Mrs. John
ease MECHANIC: She la And.
LEAR
The groom chose as his best mart
( LOAN": A good
tional Part on the way home. Mr. Cloandier at 31cLernareovine. Turn.. r which pave suggesuona to the Chios! tian woman to examine and sumFriend could tell old foul-mouth
Ronald Miller of St. Louis, Mo. furthermore, If a mirried person
- von; Monday %tail Rev. and Mrs.
Waif her reading habits.
42.11.•• Up or •liO1 up. I'Mete,
Groomsmen uere Thomas Adams of Is in danger, of becoming inW. L. HAI and son. Pullip. Rev.
Mrs. Byrn used in presenting her
one's around. bus, aut of his comHickman. Ken StacIleman of Chi- volted In a "drunken bravo," he
klin ispaator uf Use _Kirkagy Me- program
cago. Ill, and George Oakley of Is better off with his oven wife.
modern art sculptor and
pany and 711%Uld
tiodiat Church.
' glazed picture cards to bring out
Murray. All are fraternity brothers
•
•
•
•
Mr and Mrs. 0. T. Davos of four outstanding
CONFIDENT1 it. 10 "sAllant
of the groom
points The cards
Monoluo. Tenn. and Mr. and Mrs.
Moo Natay Julaze Martin of
were titled Tom Sawyer. Flight,
Mrs. Hotoienght chooe a pink, silk
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DEAR
ABBY
am
attractive
I
an
Padaoah. eeporr-oer Ati istale-e.lect Wake? Lauberty of Boating Green !Sea Breeze, and the Cathedral.
linen dress with matihuig acces- il'm told. linear-old woman who ('VA-63": Glad to hear that wider
sories for her daughter's wedding. has more than her share of dates. . that u1.11.4111
of Paul Rotansun NortnerioatallLir- batie been the guests of thew Mo- I During the social hour Mrs. West
the heart ol
Doherty
wer,
Mrs.
and
DoA.
A.
I served the group
ray, iyas Isorwatd with a *iamb at
. The mother of the groom selected au please don't think .1'm
eolort.rd__PdfloY
mon- an "old-fashioned • boy oho has
nbouisaisi ins Panda itiokies
at
aite•PT a blue linen dress accented With hungry. 1 have a nen-door
Usel rinalthis-Tritiiii-Wchi
evrct tor %untie And
and coffee from her besot'.
CS
neigh lace and matching accessories. sich Oar woo Is approximately 36. He
fully appointed dining table to the
alatorday murning at ten-thirty o'- Acad.
has &laid. And you'll be glad to kn..%
mother completed her ensemble been living there with his brother that three's an odd f shioned•'
, members and guest,•Mm. Byrn.
IS
•• • •
with a corsapink glatnellas and
The bodesses were Mrs Ectia
and sisteron-law for about a year. girl for every nun in your outfit!
• •• •
Mrs. Walter J. Stomata:: of ConTOMS.
Quads and Mrs. Mary Slur1 am net die flirty type. so things
•rabia Disarm and Mrs Joan MiuTroubled? Write to ABBY, Box
have
been
going
slow.
konw
he
I
Immediately following the cereThe hogioree sore f...r ane com- ra of Deartat. incingan. base been
60700. LOS Angeles. Calif For a
trimly a reception Wils held in the is shy. and so far the melt I have
Tirsda
Suguestr,20suriciai
,laulgy. v.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
guest
mix.
. a Ind* trammel !ram of
personal reply. enclose a stamped,
social room of the church Several been able to get out of him Is a
Mi,.
and
Mr
and
staitsdo.e
0. R.
deep arra kneel sat Via• Prelvergeff
'hello." I know he is aware of my self-addressed euvelope
of
School
the
Class
bride's
of
sorority
the
Scotts
gutters
Grove
amist••• •
• tirairesces gsa corseted White rtagada:e. of Min-no and the Cised in the serving. They were Miss incidence. but that's about, it I
aniy. Mrs Stoemger is a skater of Baptist Church will meet at 630
Carliat
Abby's
Soklet. 'How To
For
dont
*tank
he
has
steady
girl as
a
Ida. Kieffer of alt. Carmel. 111. Mon
pm, at the home of Mrs. Vernon
ILss Martin was the recipient GS Dewey arid Caaden Rua-seta's and
Have A Lovely Weciciolg." send 50
Pat Gilkey of Hopiunstalle. Maass he's Mme a lot Hose csa I gioabout
Cohoon where the class will theal
Miss Shirley tonland
•
many. lovely gaos incioling a spec- Mrs MarTs a
cents to Abby. Box 0)
.700. LOS
Andrea Bytes and Carole Outland wrangling a dateith nun'
••••
.s3 Paris LandIng
dolner- -I
Mr: and Mrs. Charles Garland of Harlan announce the engagement
ial gift tram the istioesea
NT'ERESTED Angeles. Cant
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.1, Aden end
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Miss
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Rim
Burns
and
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Mr andRob
Murray, tojciha HallByamee, „fr.
DEAR INTERS.NTLD: Pour best
, son of Owensboro. and Moe Annie
counOo horn bruixo was serv- aim, Riot's And J-mmy. of Santa for the 7th. Rh. and 9th grades Mr arid Mrs
Futrell
John Hall Smarr,.Sr to. Clinton. Keraucky
Set la to become setter asessietof
3.1.10-neld.
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e
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ed to the apsrosona.ely faulty per- Amt. Caen:msg. are guests of Mrs.
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'The bride-elect is presently employed as head die
-Wino at Murray 1
axis present Ka...id-nig Mrs P. Y. Aden s aunt. Mrs. T. At. Steely. Oiuntry Club from 7.30 to 11 pm. anae canea,.
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Put- traveling the bride chose a couple
Lash
member may moue one noowill reside in Lexington.
Nortnen of liturnay and Mrs. Ned
beige two-pieced ensemble with where
Tuer wta occorr-P"
°Y 111/
'member guest The pianning cointhe groom will resume ho
Mr
No:then of Hupluraaige. mother Salons tist.:".tser. Mrs ued
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owner-mana
ger
of
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Als.ir,see
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Henry
Drug Company at Clinton. matching patent accemoriea, a gold
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The
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be
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at the University of KenSunday. Bancember 6. al the College
composed
arid stateron-law respeous.ly of the men at Widow. Artama. why a
preehyteroto straw hat, and the ceclud
from her, tuck,' Dental School and the bride
Mesdames Bethel Richardson. Tip Church in Murray
grocan-eloot
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,
4 a guest of Mto S•ealy
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bouquet
___
will teach in the Fayette County
%Wier. J. IA_ Converse. wnd Sam
_________
After a short wedding trip. the School Syotem.
- iI Knight.
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Saturday. August
A dirwe tor the 10.h to 12th
Mr. &La Nirs. Ranh Maxey and
grade.. and Coarse voll be held at
he Calloway County Country Club children. J'Je Lee. David. Dail*
Nun 7.30ito 11.30 p. in. wr.4 mussc :and Randy. of Memphis. Ter.r. • are
by the Profits Each member may , the guests of Mrs lif.Akey's parents
:mete one non-member guest. Ad- Mr. and Mrs. Jeckhe Cst.n."
alitoliTi a one dollar per couple or Mamh's mother. Mrs J. E
•
SAVE ON THE THINGS YOU NEED
TODAY!!
:Sty cents stag The pianruna cons- And Ms tnaher. VA y titan Maul.
isLs:onward of Messrs and family, all of Wickliffe sill yam u.
No Money Down On Sears Easy
Credit
Nit:dames Walt Scott. Conrad atioceo and C...ht) !sonny tor at.
Junes. J M Converse. Dan Hutson. Mit:14 at Kentucky Luke on artJohn Pasco. and Baxter Babeey.
day.
o I NI NI
I:
REGUI..NIZ

Miss Ilottseright and Joseph II. Re.rroat Are
.1farried In Ceremony At .iletropolis Church
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It's

Abigail Van Buren

1

' Mrs. Ed West Is
'Hostess For Meet
Of Frost Circle

Busintst

Garland-Byassee Vows- To At I?ead

I

by

3liss Nancy Martin
• Honored At Brunch, ,
At holidayinn

1,

SOLIAL CALENDAR
!. .4.h;

• ••

A

MI

USTROMIT

PERSONALS

NEED A FEW EXTRA SEPARATES

WHY PAY MORE ?

TO FINISH OUT THE SUMMER?

1-111ER JUNK

MICE

SKIRTS

SPECIAL
5-WEEK

$2.00

30-IN. AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC RANGE
30-IN. CLASSIC ELECTRIC RANGE _____ _
EXTRA-STRONG ALUMINUM JALOUSIE DOOR
"400" GARBAGE DISPOSER
DELUXE WRINGER WASHER
AUTOMATIC WASHER - 2 SPEEDS, 3 CYCLES

CLIP COUPON NO. 4 BELOW

For Beautiful Quaker King Size

TRAY TABLE

Bathing
$4.00

ONLY

f‘%1T110( T

up

k

ot PON $1.29

179C

•(EXCLUDING CIGARETTES AND TOBACCO
I

a

.7s
5.

VALUABLE TRAY TABLE COI PUN

.South Side Shopping ('enter
Mtieri%. hentot ky

-4'

$234.95

'219.88

166.88

KENMORE "
. 90
" ZIG-ZAG AUTOMATIC (with
carrying case) '199.95

'159.95

_ _ _
BOOKS

TV

* 36.95

and $5 Purchase

SPecial!

112.50
$

2.99

Immediate Delivery

er-

•

26.66

429.95

4.74

SHOTGUN SHELLS at lowest prices in
10 years!

•

_ '488.85

SHOP IN PELSON OR BY PHONE AT YOUR

With This ('cuzon

(Excludille Ciraret'e.• az.d Tobac7n)
Redeemable Thru Saturday, August
29, In All
A&P FOOD STORES IN THIS AREA

rYfe7rirtr?ri

108.88

FREE ESTIMATES ON REMODELING - CENYRAL
HEATING - BATHROOMS -'ETC.

KING SIZE TRAY TABLE
79c

(Without Coupon. 51.29)
•
ONLY

*109.95

SAVE UP TO 23% ON VINYL FLOORCOVERING

COIPON NO:1"

129.88
158.88

20-GALLON PLASTIC CAN

SAVE!

' 33.95

'169.95

rsIND

SAVE!

44.66

239.88

16-IN. ALL CHANNEL FRINGE AREA

CLIP

LI
199.95

$299.95

TRANSISTOR ORGAN, BENCH, COURS
E, MUSIC

Food Store

_

'
149.95

15 CU. FT. CHEST FREEZER (4
Terrific Features) Compare at $209,88

9-TRANSISTOR PORTABLE RADIO

Your A &P
/Alio

'
189.95

17 CU. FT. FROSTLESS UPRIG
HT FREEZER

BELOW AND

CLIP

$239.95

Special!
$239.-95
_ _ * 53.95
s 38.95
_ _ 139.95

12.3 CU. FT. ALL FROSTLESS REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER

$5 PURCHASE

Exclusive At

'
179.00

MATCHING ELECTRIC DRYER

WITH (.0( PUN

s.

_ '229,50

30-IN. GAS RANGE, DELUXE
FEATPRES

Table-A-Vi eek
Offer!

BLOUSES $1.50
SHORTS $1.50
Suits

1-HP SUBMERSIBLE PUMP

NOW

SEARS CATALfJG SALES. OFFICE

rtrtrirtgIVPM1VITI/21191170
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iter-In-law. You can
a cup of sugar.
no better, if the
,rested, and normal,
ar chance. Otherds him?
•••
I would like to know
ant a neighbor ash°
ill the tent. No mataly says, lie always
ening to it, and geta
rue .subitaa. He tem
art His wile mum
becauwashe is right
Inahs right along
rest of Us are antra to charde the
can turn arty sub: again. We are chsbut don't know how
taatien. Any augers-MRS. CLEAN"
LF .1N": A good
ell old foul-mouth
it shut up. 1 Mem
ree nut of his coinal him.
• ••
'I Al. TO "SA11.01t
Karla' ILVWK
to hear that under
lie,ts the heart ol
ned Icyo nho tkas
rtue and wiiman'11 be glad to knovi
in "old-fashionedour outfit!
MIMI en
•••

TEl LEDGER

G nts Hurt Cause When They
ailed Frank Robinson.:
•

IGHOHGH C. LANGFORD
tii Sports Writer
fie Sari Priummoo Gienta
unwivaly drove another nen in
their
4.tu When they netted Frank
Hob1411i3 leathers,
•
itobby was piunked by a fast ball
Arm Ceara ruuS.ie Hon Herbal
in
Oe first iluung UICancitnatis
7-1
gitory over San Franceco Wedaway, and the incident riled the
01..18 uuthelder, a was law lira. ut
• Jyr abeautina*
in the ouniest.
When Holanakai was naereepted in
atuaripi to get back at Hertel
an the mounu, he resorted on a
inure subtle and devastating FeIto skimmed a pair uf home
rune,

lhe solo bloats helped the Reds
pin Mt -Warta straight defeat un
the fauna Clants, who druPPed
six
games betitud the leaguratadiust
•latiaatiedpb
sa
Purkey Naked diart
Winner Bob Purkey, who allowed
six tuts, rucked Jim Hay Hurt in
the second Suture. and Gianta hurler John Prtgeruer hit Purkey in the
fourth. resulting in a warning from
umpire Chris Pelekoutbas that oast
Prigonzer $50 This eimdent envtied both ricochet, aud alinum re•suited In a full-scale hat fight. In
the seventh, Purkey ha Han Waal
but there was no warning.
The Mabee rallied with five ruse
in the eighth inning to defeat the
Chicago Cubs 9-5. the Houston Colts
toppled the St Louis Oardanale 8-7

ELLIS PARK RACES
32 Day Summer Meetings
August
through Sept. 7
JAMES C. FLLIS PARK

r

S RACES DAILY . . . 9 ON

booklet, ''How To
Wedding." send 50
a Boa 10700, Les

SATURDAY & LABOR DAY
- Rain or Shine Track located midway bet ween
Evansville. Ind . and Henderson. Ky. on US Hwy 41
Post Time 2:00 p.m. ((HST)
NO CHARGE FOR PARKING
New Air-Conditioned club House
Operated by IltiDE PtRK
JO('KET
11, Inc.

• ••

116111
!Mali
lYSTROMIT
•

By GEORGE C. LANGFORD
UPI Sports Writer
Johnny Pesky succeeded with a
significant experiment Wednesday
night which coat the Bakiinore Orioles an importanty1ory. It
ii•lso
may have placed Peary's best
slugger. Dick Stuart, on the trading
block.

In 10 innings; the LOS Angelee Dodgers beat Milwaukee 7-6 and the
New York Meta won their fourth
straight, 4-2 over Pittsburgh.
The Chaago While .'aix cut the
Haiti/note Orioles American League
lead to a half game with a 4-2 victory over the New York Yankees
while the Orioles were ken* to
Boston 4-3 in 10 innulgs; Muineauta edged Wealandatan 3-1, Clevelead delimited Kansas City 6-4 and
Detroit beat Lias Angeles 5-2 in
other league games.
Baldschun Geis Win
Wes Ouvuetun drove in the tying and winning runs for the
Fiala
am, who catered (tie eighth inning
4. Before bise
completed. the Palates had stored
five rola to inane the victory for
reliever Jack Saida:nun. Luau Mc-.
Daiwa the second of tour Chicago
pitchers, VALS the kaer. Ron Santo
tut Ins 24th homer tor the Cubs.
Nellie Fox stroked a two-out single
in the lath mama to wore Al
Spangler with taw winning run in
the Colts eatery over the Garde.
Spangler had reached second on
single and an error by centerhelder
Curt Pitied. The Cardinal:, had scored four runs-three on Dick Groat's
double-to take the lead in the
nuan only to have the Colts it it on
Sub Aspiumeritea single. driving
in
Iris fourth run of the 'light.
,

ants Grand

SIAM

Jim Hickman hit a grand slam
limner led Tracy Stallard hurled
a sta.atiater to it:curd the fourth
ounseciitiva complete winning genie
by a Meta pitcher, a retard for the
nada It at the Moth longen winning stree.k of the season and gave
them a sweep of the three-game
set with the Pirates. Hickman'a
blow aune off kaer Vent law 9-11,

A GAMBLE WITH A GAMBOL-Attorney Newton Schwartz
escorts two outlandishly masked clients to a federal grand
jury investigating gambling in Houston, TeX.. He said his
clients were not given same privacy afforded other witnesses.

Lions Take
Warmup Time, I
Then Watch It

NIAJOR

'179.00
'189.95

'149.95

ART
APPLES

44.66

'33.95

'129.88

'158.88

BULLi
'In nING
BRONC RIDING
CALF ROPING

'108.88

'219.88
'239.88

'166.88
'159.95

BULL DOGGING

26.66

'429.95
112.50

HAY1NORTH YOUNGUN-Reboom Welles, 19-year-old
daughter of actress Rita Hayworth. and Michael naves.
21. announce their engagement in Pasadena, Calif.
Both are Pasadena Playhouse students.

Vie Davalillo drove in three runs
with a third inning single to break
a 2-2 deadlock for the Indians. Tito
Praricona scored an the way from
first on the hit which came on a
3-2 pitch with two outs and the
runners moving. Sam
McDowell,
with aid from Don McMahon in the ed in the other run with a basesseventh, was the winner.
loaded walk in the first,
Jim Kant 13-6 pitched the Twins
Al Keane and Norm Carth each
back into the first division for the hilt homers and pinciatter
Don Defirst time since Aug, 6. allowing meter singled in the
mrsang run
eight hits and striking out eight be- in the seventh inning for
the
fore being relieved in the ninth by MOVIng then' ahead of the
Angels
Al Worthington, Gerry Zimmerman in fourth place. Joe swum 4-5
and Zolio Wrestles each singled • was the winner. allowing five
hits
home a run in the third for the in sea-en innings. and Aubrey
GateTwins. Loser Dave Stenhouse fore- . wood 3-2 ma the loser.

,

201
2&

$75.00

BACON

pkg.390
LAMB ROAST :4:rierter -LAMB CHOPS
PORK LIVER
LARD

BISCUITS

39

qt. 69e

str,

Tic

MARGARINE-

L!tFt doz.
WIENERS

$75.00
$50.00
$50.00

AJAX

EGGS

1

cm

59c
79c
19c
48c

StICED AND DERINED

6cans 4*'

CRACKERS
STEW MEAT
VEAL STEAKS 5r"41I-II1

c

Breaded
d
Fantail

sI READEZE SOLID

2 IBS

2 for 35e

BOILING BACON

"AMERICANS GO HOME," and "English Go Home" the signs
read as a policeman restrains this demonstrator in Nicosia,
Cyprus, airing anti-American demonstration, outside the
V.S. tart)aav. An American-made bomb Lasing was found
.(•., the Tulai.Sh air attacks.
(liathoPh

oW

69°

Fenn

BEEF POT PIES

Calloway County
Riding Club

19°
28°

SLAS - 2 to 4 Lb.

87c Melt
JOWLS
MARGARINE 29c

Located on Chestnut Street. behind
Northside Shopping ('enter

29°
39°
15°

GIANT

aprIping 59c

FAMILY! I

)elivery

McDowell Gets Win

i-ahraraes-

55c PICNICS
M FRYERS

SWAN - 3-1b. can

SOMETHING FOR THE ENTIRE

2.99

Bowen forced in the winning run
in the seveath aith a walk following two singles and an error by
third baseman Clete Boyer. Tom
'Fresh drove in both New York runs
off winner Ray Herbert with his
14th homer in the second and an
infield out in the sixth after singles
by Hager Maria and Elston Howard.
Hoyt Wilhelm pitched the last two
innings in relief for Chicago.

PEACHES
lb 10' CREAM PIES
PING
STRAW BERRIES
PRUNE JUICE Lad, Betty __-- 39c TOMATO CATSUP

PtAeipants from Seven-or Eight States
will be in Murray for this Big Event!!

199.95

from first baseman Joe Pepitone,
The play came with two Gig M the
third and the bases loaded and allowed two uunearned runs to score.
Then when Houton threw the
ball
down .in disgust at the umpires
data Jim Landis slid across home
plate with :Tie second run.

By JOHN EVA-10M
t
I
VPI sports Writer
It may take the Detroit Lions
three-quarters of an hour to warm
Siation.al League
they're murder.
W. L Pet, GB
The Ladds, scOfing threu toUCtlPhiadephia
72 46 .610 Faank Howard belted his 21at downs in the final period
ANN
'
and two San Fiancisco ..
67 53 ..368 6
home run, and only Iris seciend Ui within a 53-second apart turned
a Cincinnati
HERE
SHOPPI
NG IS A PLEASURE INSTEAD OF A TASK
66 54 .560 7
the last nionth she Ralf. to help 28-ai tie with the Baltimore Colts
64 56 .533 9
the Dodgers build up a 6-1 cushion Friday meta in • Notional Football at, Louts
63 56 .520
Eddie Mathews hit his 19th homer League exhibition contest in De- Pittsburgh
CHI K (First Cut
lb. 39c)
Center(ut
Milwaukee
SMOKED AND 'ILNDERIZED
81 57 .517 11
hi the fifth for the Braves and troit.
Lisa
ArIBIBOO
59
59
.500
13
Milwaukee scored ta we in the arVBlare Leads Attack
Chicago
56 64 .467 17
enth and eighth smug., to pill
Terry Bera who scored the win•
51 71 .418 23
within one run. A sixth Inning mc- ning touchdown with only eight Houston
Sal 341
Iliac fly by Tommy Davis drove seconds twinning as the Liens New York
•14ednesdsy'w Rekhlh.
in the winning tally. Phil Ortega edged the We-shim:ton Red Sane
New York 4 lattaburgh 2
JONATHAN FANCY
5-5 Nati the whither and Wade Mara 28-27 last weeke and. caught two
WHOLE. GOV'T INSPECTED
Cincinnati 7 San Francisco 1
bouclitioun puma of 66 and 28 yards
*game 3-3 absorbed the Mae. •
Philadelphia 9 Chicago 5. night
to lead the Luna attack.
liousturi 8 St Louis 7. racist 10 awe.
The Colts had a 21-7 lead going
AugLen
7 Milwaukee 6: night
in the iinal period. but. Tommy
Friday's !Game•
Watkins soured on a six-yard ron,
Cbkego at New York. rught
cutting the lead to one touctickeina
Pittsburgh at
. night
Milt Plum toned Barr the 28Fresh
Iliatillgigee at Houston, night
larder and Wayne Walkers thud
Olnnnear at Los Aug. might
Dessert
conversion tied the score.
ea
et. laxua at San Fran, night
After an shurcepted Belt/more
Plum.00nnected with Gall OngAmerican League
Stokeli
to put the Lame ahead Wirth
26-oz. 29/t
16. L. Pet, GB i
Frozen - - lb
Lao minutes remaining. 13altuuhre's
74 46 .617
Tom Matte scored on a four-yard
go
74 47 .612 ,
nui to tie the game.
New Y0411
69 49 .565 4
Snider's Tim Brown. play Ina with a strainDentin
63 61 .506 13
ed knelt iimunent. ran 62 yards
Mintaginatit . .
61 So .504 13 ,
midway through the third quarter
;AO Angeles ... 62 62 .500 14
Mid led the Philadelphia Eagles to Cieveleaul
56 1,5 .463 18 ...
a 34-13 victory over the Patsinirgh Bebop
56 66 .456 19.
Mentes.
Waihiription
49 75 .145 27
Pittsburgh drew first blood when
Kamm City ..
44 76 .367 30
Lou Michaele booted a 39-yeardWedeesday'r Restate ,
heId goal at the 11.40 mark of the
Ochidego 4 New York 2. night
second period, Then Toni WoodeDetroit 5 Lae Arig. 2. night
Shirk sent over from the one as
cli veland6 Kan. City 4. night
GOLDEN
H
the Eagles marched 63 yards in 11
Nlinnesota 3 Wash I. night
Pillaa. tan% Holmes kick made _it Banton
4 Beat 3. ratite. 10 Irina
7-3. iFritlas ifiames
Pittsburgh's Jim Bradshaw took
Baltimore at Chicago, night
MEDIUM
an Intercepted Naridad Snead pass
Minnesota at Detroit. night
1000,, CORN OIL
on the Leaks' 40 and raced the
Los
Angeles at Cleveland, night
distance to rive the Stet4ers a 10-7
Karnes Ca) at Wash. night
lead The Eagles came back again.
New York at Bottom night
souring on a
paas from
---Snead
Reltlaff
Pete
to
with
only
Vidt d Money
ball League eontest
13 seronde left in the half.
GLADIOLI
Buffalo fullback Cookie Gilchrist
Maumee kicked a 48-yard field
1-Lb
and
K.
C.
linebacker
Ekhotey
pulled
that
StovRiveters
the
goal
to within one point but Brown's touch- er were ejected from the game for
down put the none out of reach. fighting and defensive end Tim
Baker added a 27-yeard field goal Day of the Bills and Haynes. aho
In the final quarter for the Med banished in last a enas Oakland
game. for !examine
three prints
Clem Daniels. took two touchChiefs Doan Bills
dou n paases goal for 4 - yard total.
Len Davin tossed a 42-yard led the Oakland Raiders to an ems"'
touchdown peas to Abner Haynes 20-7 victory over the Denver Branlb
and Johnny Robinson's clutch InOakland's meat specteruhir play
terception led the Kamm City ma air-yard touchdown pass from
Chiefs .to a 24-21 victory over the Tonally Flores to Daniels, last year's
Rib lb
lb
Buffalo
in an American-Foot- AFL player of the year.
•
Pkg. of 489°
Frish
lb.

Friday
Saturday
August 21, 22
AND

•

ster is ready.
Pitched Five Hitter
Horton connected off Harvey Haddui. the fifth Baltimore pitcher after Carl Yastreensaci had singled.
The 'Orioles managed only five hits
off starter Earl Wilson and reliever
Dick Radatz, but two were homers
by John Powell and John f Crain°.
The loss cut the Orioles' marogin
Peaky, who hits suffered a trust'patina rear as manager of the in- over the second place Chicago White
airy-dogged. pitcher-poor Bonbon Sox to a half game. Chicago scored
Red Sox. benched Stuart, the Amer- four unearned runs to capture its
ican League's second leading run- third straight win over the New You
producer fur the time this seasolt. Yankees 4-2
In other American League games
and replaced him with 19-year-old
bonus baby Tony Horton at first Cleveland toppled Kansas City 6-4,
1.1Annestita tripped Waddington 3-1.
hese.
and Detroit defeated Los Angeles
Horton. a husky, former high
school All-America basketball star
The Philadelphia Philhes increasIn Lee Angeles. payed flawlessly in
the field and delivered a lOtai um- ed their National League lead to
Mg double to drive in the wiruang ex r.uners with a 9-.5 victory over
run in the Red Sox 4-3 triumph over the Chicago Cube while the secondplace San Francirsoo Giants lost to
ale league -leading Orioles,
Cmcin.nati 7-1, In other NL games
It has been rumored that if Hort- the Houston Colts dealt the St.
on Ls ready for the major leagues Louis Cerdinals 8-7 in 10 Innings.
that Boston would censieler trad- the New York Meta defeated Pillswar the hs.rdatuttum Stuart. who burgh Pirates 4-2 and Ice Angeles
slugged 42 home runs and drove downed Milwaukee 7-6,
in 118 tallies last seasan. Horton, beBouton Was Goat
ing carried under the first year
bonus rule by the Red Sox, has playJim &mann was the goat of the
ed in 17 games, primarily in *A- Yankees' loss which shoved
then
field, where his fielding was un- 3n., games behind the White Sox.
wire. With hts hitting .364 with four Houton ocenenditted two errors on
doubles and a home run. Pee- one play when he failed to touch
key may feel his high-priced young- first base after taking a throw

B
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Rookie Performs So Well That 114 Stuart
Ma yBe Placed On The Trading Block Soon

a

rite to ABBY. Box
gnat. Ottla For a
enclose a stamped,
avelope
•

-

TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

EMGE CHEESE
INSECT SPRAYETS

2-1b.t,box 69c
large size s1.00

annshine

'ICED APPLE SAUCE COOKIES

I -lb. 39c

OCELI.0 SPONGES

2 for 25'

LADIES YARD GLOVES

pr. 494

LIME 1 0-1b. hag

39e

•

•
•
•

•

••

•

• 4*.let7i't
ow'41.fidati••

•.

.

.•
•

•

•
•

4

9-•

S

'

"

•

•••••

•
•

PAO? fliX

Farm'likriespoir
‘Flievastalt
441Lialocky Fora Who
M.teollt I %RN! DeulstoNs
program will expire with the 190
IN 1965
crop
By Tevls Bennett
5 The law which permits thel
Farmers in Kentucky and across: , lease and transfer of acreage snotthe country today are facing a. merits for certain types of tobacco
crucial period in agriculture his- allotments will expire with the 1965
tory In the past few years, a num- crop
ber of laws have been peed pav- 1. In addition to the Uwues that will
ing the direction of agriculture for I arise as the result of expiring les:a limited time.
bastion. the Congress may well be
• Some have called the legislation
to consider legislation with
'emergency- type But whatever it respect to dairv products. soybeans
has.been tagged is not the impoirt- and potatoes The result could be.
ant thing The fact as much of it etther a mayor omnibus bill or 11'
%ill expire in 1965-46 This, of series of bills on individual 'comcourse mese, that some real im- modges In either case, it is clear
ber•Ict.xnc. 4R -‘11 b. /nada-trial_ -1965 will be "a- year of deens.,
runalrsint
len" on farm policy.
during the next two years
Farm Bureau mertibers have a
It behovee the farmers to give
some serious thought to some of means of deciding on important
,
the real agriculture isqies and make agriculture matters What is
some decuaens on yi*t what direct- It's the policy development procedure. Developing FB policies is
ion is right
of the mayor parts of the overHere are some of the
all grogram Without policies. we
feed grain pro-' would MR be a sound organization
with the 1965 crop But with them, we have guidelines
fit= W211
2 The provisions of the Agricult- that will build a better fanning
ural Act of 1964 which permits the operation. conuntuuty. state and
Secretarv of Agriculture to enforce nation.
It is through policy developrnent
the certificate plan 'cahoot a remeetings on the conummitv level
ferendum. apply only to 1964-65
- that- the guidelines we are talking
--37about are formed And from nos
is due to
middle of October. memMIL__
4. The domestic subsidy. &latest* bers will be discus-sing problems and
allotment. additional price support deieloping ideas for presentation to
and, export* acreage provisions of the county Farm Bureau. Then those
sent to the
the 1264 amendments to the cotton that are applicable
Reaolution Committee Many of them end up as
policies
county
voting delegates at the State FR
convenuon in November Others xiU
become national policy after approval at the National convention
In December.

'.aiked

expiring one

-The present- International
expire
Wheat Agreement
I until- the
on July 11.

•

are

State Farm-Bureau
when approved by

••••

Student Cars Are
Banned, Lexington

CRISCO

PRINCESS I REG. 2/35e SELLER - Reg. Bars

parting

Ptsfi fly **9„
Pee L
,fu? k•Ill
Lest
yoft 110
,
1.

• /4f

home

Supt Ouy Potts issued a stern
warning that siolatsons of the pours

my

sould not be tolerated. and would
result in explusion
___..
-W•ore Tint kidding ' Potts mad
vindictive but we has..
to have wane relief from this problem which has mushroomed in
the last fey. years If we could

Ler
1171111, is reported by

Mari1>m Mahoney in Cci.....=.1rL5.
S C. as representir.g the
"heavy southern beag' vcte"
which sti11 favors LW,
know what to the contrary
notanthstanding.

"Were not

gc.
men half-hearted cooperation from
parents, it is possible we souldnt
-nerd
this policy -

-urea
!
team,

4

"reri

s

4

•

I

C

POTATOES

Jars

$1 -1 OIL

25c
29c

Baby Beef

lb.

Rib and Chuck

59c

BABY BEEF ROUND 8,: SIRLOIN

lb. 29c STEAK

lb. 69c

SOLID

SWIFT'S -

8-0z. cans

Sausage
LARGE

TIDE

box

TWO

Leaman Abis.1§8110

$26.1 Saissoll.*

• CAS115IEICE BOUQUET - Bath Size

SOAP

bar

CHICKEN BREAST

lb. 55*

LEGS

lb. 49c

WINGS

lb. 29c

BACKS & NECKS

lb. 19c

GIZZARDS _ lb. 39c

lb. 29c

8-0x. Ptcgs.

lb. 119c
BACON
lb. 39t.
Short Ribs lb. 29c CHUCK ROAST
HAMBURGER
3 lbs. $1. JUICE
29c
lb. can 79c
Fruit Drink
29c COME
Meat Pies 5

Pennant
Sliced, Rindless
(50 Stamps with Coupon)

$1.

BABY 8111

Baby Beef

•

PRIDE OF ILI. TOMATO -

('an

MEAT

OF ILLINOIS - No. 303 Cans

CARNATION -

('an

SACRAMENTO FRUIT - No. 2'. ('art

PEAS

2 it

29c

TUNA

can

29c Cocktail Can

LARD

Elm Hill

39c

%NILE% - lull Pound

4 lb. carton 59c

WAFERS lb. 2.9c

RED - Gallon Jar

SNOW ( ROI' FR)ZIA 011.‘NGE

- 6-07.(

FLOUR

$1.99 Vinegar
JUICE
29c
49c
LIBERTY (()UPON
_CRISCO
,3c:r3
With This Coupon
AAN
B
GOLDEN
N
RIPE AS lb. 10c GRAPES 2 lbs. 39c
Tobacco Excluded4
WHITE SEEDLEs4;

41.4111411110.0161151111

,

Ita•ele Island

11.111001,2.1%

• i env
kW*.

•
▪ Auzi.•
V•mwont
/New Hompihkg

I

204 WM,610$11:41-0. t mosufdelltis
•••••4 mosIse'Abase Is sow plant,end
114109041011 90.9.1141M INS014 19
62.•Ki•ni..•1 ta
tha NO440411111114411MITiel fealiwesee lewd
chart.

As ehiess,014e is the 6411•• se.d •A••• owt••

eamilisasnIPayllog m106411111

IN tem*.
Pl•04. Deit•le

a
NA. I

and $5.N Additional Purchase
' (Cigarettes and

Vold After August 27, 1964

LIBERTY COLPON
U.S. NO. I RED
- Bag i())))2

POTATOES-10:a: 2W

With This Coupon and 05.00 Additional Purchase

alimmummeli

•

•

MORTON'S - Reef,( hicken and Turkey

GOLD MEDAL - 25-11.4. Rag

ilbtonlano
Vick

(Cigarettes and Tobacco Excluded)
Void After August 27, 1964

RADISHES

cello bag 5c

Green

ONIONS

hunch 5'

• •

DRINK _ _ _ _ _
w

50

S&H GREEN STAMPS 50
With This((ninon and
Puri base of 2 1,1)s.
PENNANT SLICED BACON _ lb. 49'

50

1,111111ITY (Ill

With This Connoti

•TT
'''.1.6..."
"
•
"
•••••••
'"
•

•

•

•-.

•

;Ind

Purclit,,c of I 1.oi

Void Aftor Anvils? 21, 1964

• •

1.

39

PUS

CHEF'S MIXED NUTS

•-.

•"'-•-•.'""•••••••"'"' 4

Ralf Gal

S&H GREEN STAMPS

•

TieTTAP,4,44,M4•2'04"1:•td-k.:1•APIT AP.'
"

•-••

GRAPE OR ORANGE

Tak•

_{

lb. 59e

•

THIGHS

lb. 79c BOLOGNA lb. 29c LIVER

•

famil
Caseral LI

111>sloware
Cascade
aline
ils••••&ppl
IN•bcooks

,

10c

FRESH PORK

6.7 si.

Ism
Owe
Kamm
Adismsim
oladvem•

`"°"•-'1`.'

28c

goilodabliallas

Ihnewelry
‘41111Cowellas
1111/tonatti

•

$1.

5

LIVER _ lb. 79c

OLD FASHION LARGE

REEF' T-RONE

STEAK

PRIDE

Connychaal
Torresess
Le%Slans
Gees&
109asharyten
Aisbastia
Ainieurf
Virgin*
"hat Veginis
OM&

Peeved,

3 43/4-oz.

BLUE PLATE - 24-0a. Settle

STEAK

39)

Folgers

w Teeny
eselaschuselts
Vinscsssin
Nord, Cookie
64,11

Psh-Kt ef Cabashis

29c

SWIFT'S - 3-01. Cans

Gerber or
Heinz
Strained

JAY REID VIENNA - 11-0a. Cana

Sausage 10i

•

can

.

29c I Potted Meat4 29c

BABY FOOD

BABY

YELLOW

DIXIE BELLE - Lb. Box

bag

I

HENS

39c TREET

2 lbs. 29c
CRACKERS lb. 19c OLEO
KRAFT - Qt. Jar
U.S. No. 1
Mayonnaise 49c
Red
10 lb.

MORTON'S - 22-02. Pkg.

FRUIT PIES

ARMOUR'S - 12-0z. ('an

SHASTA 11.0%%'( ALORIE - 46-0x. Can

I ismal
Mob
titicligen
Plewreet
Tema

-- -

1

Dial Soap

10T1

ion which forbids high school students to drive cars to school Or to I
use any
space between
and school except in a few hardship Cabin

•
•

3 113.,can

World's Finest
Pure Vegetable
Shortening

GRADE ••A" LARGE -5 to 7 Lb. Avg.

=HOUTON. Ky. 1.71 - Bane
Fayette county students will be getung part of their physical educat
this •••••2 by walking to Whoa'
Instead of dnving can as they
have done in the past.
The county Board of Education
MOnday night approved • regulat-

a

OPEN EVERY EVENING 'TIL 9:00 P.M.
- WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT 01'.1NTITIES -

•

_etati(99Less

AT...

GIVEN ON ALL PURCHASES EVERY WEDNESDAY

•••

programs.
1 -The present
expire

THURSDAY - AUOUSTp64

IMUBIE-- STAMPS

e-tiOn%
/#134
r*
4

5-

•

TUE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY. KENTUCKY

50
I

All of

69c

•

-

•

•

DAY

-

•

AUGUST 20, 1964

THE

LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

PAGE sE;

AUGUSTp264
AT THE MOVIES---

Federal State Market Nev,s Service,
August 20 Kentucky Purchase-Area
Hog Market Report Including 6
Buying Stations.
Eatanated Receipts 425 Head, Barrows And Gilts 25-50c Higher.
U, S. 1. 2 and 3 1E0-240 lbs. $16.5016.75, Few U. S. 1 180-220 lb.. $16.8517.00; U. S. 2 and 3 245-275 Ilas.
CAPITOL-Tante Lhru Saturday- $15.50-16.25: U. S. 1. 2 and 3
160'Lady In A Cage', Olivia Deliavil- 175 lb., $15.15-16.25. U. S. 2 and
3
land plus "My Son, i'he Hero", sows 400-600 Its, 510.50-12.00,
U.
4In Technicolar)
S. 1 and 2 350-400 lbs. 512.25-13.50.
MURRAY DRIVE-IN THEATRETcntte thru Saturday, Erskine Caldwell's "Claudelle Itighsh" with Diane
McSain plus ••The Bramble Bush".
Richard Burton. Angle Dickenson;
and "The Chapman Report", Jane
Fulda." Genre .Biclatn;
iBoth In
Calor

Less
FOR

39c
29c
49c

$1.
28c
10c
_

lb. 59
:

lb. 55
:

•

SALE

753-4616.

A-21-C

FISH WORM, red wigglers, African nightcmwlers. medial to start
CLIgiN USED Mobile Homes. 37' 1YOU in bag business About 100.000
eecteeim model $1200. 39' 2-bedroom
in bed. Make offer. Cash or swap.
moel $1395. 40' 2-bedroom model
A-24-P
• $1.5. 42 2-beetrooin Alma $1505. Phone 436-3340.
°dem as well. Matthew Mobile
Rene, Highway 45 N,. Mayfield. 1959 RAMBLER 4-dr. 6-eydrider,
automatic transenisteutl, sharp car.
K; 247-9066,
TPC See at
Tektite° Station at 15th and
A-22' -C
leSH WORMS ...a ame.gra. African Main. J. D. Grogan.
rightemseltelk 13111511 to
you
Aar'
11 bait Otniteas. About- .0it TO in 25 NICE PIGS reedy to feed out.
kid Make
Nila "Or slim 436- Also one -small elrigerator. Set at,
$140.
•
A-, f 1414 Vme. cheap. lemiami McClure.
Phone PL 3-1770.
-A-22-C
Jou. CLUBIL four woode.
91110
irons $40.
berse po. er• Fire- 00 MODEL BOAT, motor, and Beastone. out.iian; erinto.. eLx:
41M. r -. 45 h. p. motor. Starcraft boot,
good ecnclition, $45. 752-3379. a-20-e
.:t With all acreasones,
to sell. Call 753-5531 or 753BY OWNER, newly talkie-rated 3A-22-P
bedroom house with attached @Wage .1.5e.
and utility room. Phone 753-6005 far
appointment.
A-3I-C
N ANTED
•

MALE HELP WANTED

NOTICE

SALES
REPRESENTATIVE
60 year old manufacturing firm
wants a. representative to sell
proceos roofing materials,
painits, floor reeurlacers and &Iliad maintenance materials, Selling direct to industrial accounts,
schools, property LoWne.1-1i. Cite. not
dour to door OialWeitribilk;.
National adiertaing pile:rani re.uliang in lead referrals, Proven
salmi aids and cumplete selleig
equipment is provided, Previous,
experience helatul but not esmelted Earnmae based on Dutra; ccururus.ein program. On the
job triclinia; and assistance by
tied manager,
To cirrangi for personal interview oor.taot: L. L. DUKES 75336E2 Wednesday 6 p. m. to 9 I). in.,
Thursday 9 a. m. to 9 p. nt
A-4111-C I

CHILDS 00AT. size 5. atiOd condi- ONE PERSOY over
_sr, of ace
tion, mink oolor See Janice Comp- with servicLa1.1 ant- trall,e %ilia re* ton or Cell 489-2831.
A -30-P quires 5500, pir nn3 c: Mel
_
-Write P. 0. Box 2.18. F-a-drix.h. KenMUST BE 21 arid have ear. We
1953 CHEVROLET, A-1 mechanical tuc:c y
prefer suttle:.,lie from the Murray
°mention. Local two owner car, Call
area. This a a permanent job with
753-5597.
A-30-C WILL BUY OR TRADE guns of raien for
advanement. Write Box R
any kind. filitirees. 210 Main. Call
Mayl'fed .
A-21-C
70-5617.
yn.i.x'TRIC STOVE 535 42 CheYY
Pirko!) with '55 MOGOr. new Lite'
.
FEMALE HtLr WANTED
and battery $60. Wood speed bast WANT REJSPONSIBLe: {laity to aslatMe wiraetivc ba:aace on r;enet
mul trader toe. Phone 435-4101
A-21-C pima In :his area Write Credit SAL▪ ESLADY, full time employment
F.Sn.J. Cent& for a. ic.K.a• 1 retail store. Write be
3-BEDROOM BRICK home on 1601 8. 6th Street, Palitefh, Ky
ening name. age and. exFauiane petit'it interested call A-34-C perienee.
A-22-C

•

lb. 49
:

_ lb. 19c
aCillEt2AeseeIAA ilesefitall

)S _ lb. 39
:

cPECIALS, Friday and Saturday
OutLand's Bakery. Otrnom chocolate cake. 8 upon, 2-layers. $1.50.
Homade pies 69e. Caccaclate brownies 50c nor.
A -4-C

FOR

29c

49c
39c

6-ROOM HOUSE chair to college.
See Truman or Lec•i Penis at Tti
CRY.
A-20-0
4 COMPLETELY furnished apartments Avolichle alter September
•
for full achool period. $65 per
Inteith plus heat, and electire. Phone
A-24-C
1-11l2DROOM apartment, large Ining room, kitchen and uuaty Aircondtioned, garbage disposal. Call
753_4350
A-20_c

79c

29c
29c

;. 39c

Gal.

PS

app.
50
of

tb02. fall

69e

respect
(.Mr I

37- Leaked
through
38-Woolly
40-Sufficient
41 Symbol for
tellurium
43-Cooled lava
44-Deoressien

•

4.5-N•rrow

opentng
44-Sicilian
volcano
47 Equality
48 Man's name
45 Sh4et a ,rep
50.Butnia

nattve

iiimmimmuommai
iiiilltiiiii11111111111111111111111
tE:024111M1111181111111111111
likill:16111111111 MINIM
1111M1111111:01111111M11111
1111111MINE11111.61111111

1 - Flying
mammals
2- Ireland
3.Tests
4.Charts
5-13e mistaken
II-Shooting
star
7-Bound with
cloth

STUNNED-Yogi Berra, manager ot tlia New York Yankees,
luelas nothing less than stunned over the headlines telling
him that his club has been sold to CBS.

igtgig11111111111111111R1

ililillill1011111/111M11111111
12111111
11M21111■Eillill
Distr.
by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
20

l'Sq0

liv Dan lelsorwisioa
•

(C0h.TLE71>\
HA HIT IT,

lj

CHARLEBROa.N!
00141
.LET
41.k HIT
IT!

ii

HP

wJ
".••

DAN FLAGG
sy fliariwo MArbab

WHEN CO WE
MAKE OUR MOVE,
HO LEE?

QUIET, FOct! WHEN WE
REACH THE CCAST!UNTIL
THEN, THERE 15 SAFETY

it4 NumeeRs!

LOOT: Red Oermon Police Dog,
male. Wearing chcke chain with
elbeoination tag, Reward, Call 754et-.11-P

vs.

VICLb

J''e

'CI

WILL DO baby siting in nay home.
Phone 753-6438,
A-21-C

NANCY
my Era* Busbeniller

BOY-THEY SURE
ARE FUSSY IN
THIS PARK

rNn,
•••in••••

4111

•

-P-AhVAL.-

R

39c

carbon
27-Nan's
nickname
29-Two -toed
sleth
29.13e ill
30 -Tattered
cloth
32 Pennants
33-Dance step
33 Title of

OORIE 1:101 00W0
OWN ORO MORO
BEIROUB MOM=
MR2OM WririggON
MIWOU MAU
1110 DRMOU clAwa
GIOR =OW OMM
MOON UMMMNI
MOU OCIDIA0
0133000M MOM
COMORIGI WINUOUR
OMR ONO MEMO
OBIBM UOM UqUO

1.1

LOcT: Male, grey-browp, tailm
mud. 4 months old 753-2744. 10
Mb et.
A-21-C

re

I-Distribute
wrongly
9-Period of
time
10-Hindu
cymbals
11 -Abstract
being
17.Fame
Island•
whirlwind
19 -Sun god
22-Noise
24- Near
20-Fork prong
21.Chimney

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

DOWN

LOST & FOUNU

had hit the water first and jutting out white foam.
CHAPTER 7
ricocheted. Has gave the word
Now (Attie feetrei was ap(ZHORTLY after three o'clock to fire.
moored ranks at
proaching
`--) in the AfternuOn the ooOrn
A gun crashed below; Urn- steamers, the troop transports
of the first gun came rolling beriCa.nd Iron plate flew and the Ras hanged to (*.trey the tot,
and reverberattng up the river. enemy stern heaved with the out the current would tiring the
echoing from oank to bank; it force of the blow
instantly Northern troneinds on them n
had not paased before there there came the shell explosion minutes. anti nothing was wrong
came another. an( another; from within the enemy, and with their guns.
then the bluff-bordered river then tier every port and aperHe Kept going, while Bill Pip
was full to the brim with thun- ture
whirling Bred three broad/44es into the
puffed forth
der
steam! He bad gotten her boil- transporta, pounding them, CM)
BM Pip'. face was white as er!
plmg them setting one afire ,
he stared at Ras Huger, whose
&Vie Rebel fired again and Then Lillie Rebel was completeface felt stiff when he forced a again with all the guns that Me ly pant and the raver ,ay empty
grin.
bore Men tell on the target a and opec abeam with a °end
he said. pilot house smashed tc ruin, a closing °chino them. shuttir.,
-Good luck,
*Keep those guns tiring."
jacketaft fell Her bow was oft the nolee at the fighting
Little Redid cast off her lines dropping around as !Attie Rebei that still roared and rumbled
and went booming down with flashed by She passed Tire next &abort!,
gunboat while reloading
ttas went to the open corner
the current
but
The water battery and fort now the tort's fire was striking of the pilot house. -emit and:
home
Federal
the
full
pain.
and
shaken
and
of
gunhoats
were wreathed with smoke, and
• • •
the river below poured will It were wetter-mg In confusion
lAttls Rebel was at the enBlack smoke curled from the
As woke up as the steward
funnels of four large blacK craft emy's second line, nigh wooden
placed the cup of coffee be
that moved very slowly up the steamers whose pine 00 w side me Dunk. said good morn
river In a line abreast, their blazed at her. Little Rebel seem- tag anti left the room Ras .
bow* pointed toward the fort ed to stop to mid-course, and a yewned
sipped
coffee •
and
Beyond them were other venters blow danced down her side Itis Through the port came the
The Federal force was advanc- heard • distant scream and the smell anti sound of the river in
ing upstream or a long mane clatter of wood and metal The late etirinc: this war May the
keeping their armored bows to- rebel gunboat yawed
eight, 1562, and tAttle Rebe,
ward their enemy.
Thee ma light minced before was at moorings In the river
Most of the firing came from Rasa eyes: he was smashed beton Memphia.
the Northern fleet; Ras sae. the across the pilot house someone
Ras stinted •t the realizatier •••••••
amp,.y. flarne-centered bursts cried out. Rae went (level on
that his 'hip was, for the tune
of shells above the fort, and dirt heeling deck: then be was an safe ann at rest. Nearly three
and timbers flying Those were his feet again
Smoke was months before, LAMS Rebel
almighty heavy guns the Navy there then it cleared rapidly after driving nard for four days
was using, and their bite of fire and Ras saw daylight where a Finn fliChta. nen arrived in Memwan very high
corner of the pilot noose was phis She min passer, Pastore:1r
Ilse water battery fired a torn away
Mt Burdett, was in the night with lights burning
intim. echoed with a crashing standing at the wheel, one sicie inn a salute fur the Federal& on
roll
from
upper fort of his face a mask of blood The the steamboat whistle.
the
Splashes appeared in the water as.sistant pilot was sprawled on
net day She drove two
among the Feelerai fleet, a the deck, legs outstretcheo, one Yankee transports ashore, then
smoke stack collnpeed on Itself. band quivering faster. and fast- blew the pilot nouse off a third
and the vessel beneath It shud- er Then It stopped..
and saw her kill herself on s
dered and swayed. The current
Ras stared In horror. shaken. bar. At night Has took her into
and engines were throwing (Attie That could have Oeen him.
the Mississippi, past the vnst
Reber into tn, midst of It An
"You all right?" he asked enemy base at Cairo. Little
fast_ It seemed. as • horse could Burdett's.
Rebel had simply outrun news
g illnp
The messenger beside
"Yea, except for a hell of
of tier raistenre; her erre:11.Has was swearang eteenily
Whatdo wade now 7" 160e* Here wref. foti ern
excitement. "Keep gotng. -Keep-he? clear that no one took her for setat
-Quiet there!"
imapped. et everything end Keep going " slid really was.
"Stand by, ,boys!"' be called
A thouliad yards up the river
ftr.s charged down the Missisdown the voite pipit
two of the wooden steanib.xite ennit 'Mashed Up en emits
They were closer'Ras was were coming In pursuit; one tranvort, sunk a supply neat
rounding his vessel to, aiming fired her bow gun ar Ram and broke up S Northern retryCd
or the lined sterns of the en- watched, the shell *creaming ing operation, all without no
emy; he was going to pass overhead. All firing between ticeable pause. Musing Criptasn
astern of the whole line at fifty tort anti fleet had died away, Foole. Naval Commander in The
xards lie could see an enemy and Ras saw
why. The four area, to receive a message from
vessel through the port now Federal gunboats, I a Ok I a g the Army complaining that one
He saw faces at nor gunporta. marched and forlorn, were drift- of fug gunboat captains qad
saw s man running on her up- ing in dieorder with the current, gone Crazy, or else was carry
per deck, waving nis
without control.
Mg Inter-service rivalry pretty
shouting, poinUng at Lill
Beyond them on the bank in damned file.
Rebel.
slanted ridge and wood other (To Be Contlitiled Trinicheosin)
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57.Greek letter

RENT

.0bieb be J....we..be Laws
.a..enea

WHAT HAS HAYYFNIED
Smoke and flame poured from smoke was rising and Ras heat
Arasinius
kluge.
wall •
Lieut.
gunport: a sneet
Use hatant crackle an.' ripple
North Carolina graduate at the LIan
A'ademy
the water rose oefore Ftas • eyes of musket fire
_hose
who
?tavola
punctuate(' ti
Southern side when wet •anie in
Subsequently, se ..oniii.ender and something smashed into he Use dull slam of Belo pieces
ISM
of (MN
s siroerted gunboat's aide. nirreng, him from They were, fightang ashore,
river steamboat ne Fay taking act
Ills feet with the scrape and
In that instant Little Rebel
to Fern Ike:wises as the Cumbertorture
land Rivenr with • bold Maw M st- scream at rent ano
flboW -agnab. Pip MAO ietteeree
tik- k 'clone the advent-tog Federal iron
The gundecic vibrated like the ruiee. astern and was firtones Under way. Is, found • awl
who a beaten drum, dust dancer] ano ing on their one pursuer
inowsw•y
'Sally Mountain.
The
said she vas running use, to
snouted
men
in fear
It MAO *nen struck close to ner. ano
marriage to • man she dldo
been
shot
glancing
the
olow,
a
ch000e as • husband. . . .
Ras saw net turn aside, paddle'

12, Ventilate
13. Region
14-Country of
Ass
15-Pref1t: three
10-Propositions
11-Scorches
80. Want
81 Not• of scale
22-Accornplisned
23- Dines
21.
Publicvehicle
(CO log.)
29 Succor
30 Proportion
31 Printer's

PALL DANCE &asses beginning August 19, In tsp,
acorobaekiii
add modern jazz. Lyncle. Cochran
Dance Etude). Phone 753-4647 for
fOrther infonnattor„
A-31-C
ELECTRIC SH.011 Shine Kits, big
little chord organs. usual swings
86,
2, or more at the Railroad Salvage Store.
A-21-C

By John Clagett
1.4..ncr As•••s. I

8. Apportion

32 Storage box
33 Crony
tcoliciq.)
34 - Negative
15 Having
branches
37 Sink in
middle
38 „Allow
39 Rotate
40 Roman
bronze
41-6ymbet for
tantalum
42. Title
44-Thick
47. Fruit
51 In music,
high
52 Sandarac
tree
53 Spare
SC-Measure of
weight
IS. Knocks
54 Prepare for

4
SALZMAN for Department Store.
Pull Unie. Write to Box 32-M in
'dare of the Lodger and Times giving
eip nznce, and references.
A-21-C

SHIP

_ _ lb. 29
:

ACROSS
1 -Wager
4-Liquefy

measure

MELP tV.ANTF.D

The captain was unconquerable in romance or war:

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

WHEN :V NEEL: yr plumbing nopair, well pump Metanation am' repair, water heater installatimi and
repair, call Elroy Sykes- .53-6590.
TPC

•

_

HOG MARKET

1.1.1. ABNER "

khner.

U. S. Pal. Off.

By Al Capp
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4•"so'ME BIG APE SAYS 1-1111.111111
. ----"rte REMAIN *4 CRABTREE
READ THE SMALL TYPE ON •41c gOTTOM
CORNERS FOR A PERIOD OF HOT
OF THE PAGE SEVEN, HUH -LESS: THAN FIVE
0.K.---IT SAYS 'ALL
YEARS"-SIGNAToRIES OF THIS
CONTRACT DO PLEDGE ---
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TILL LEDGER

414
3: TIMES -- MURRAY, KENTUCKY

THURSDAY --; AUCHRIT 30
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-- FOR SELECTION,QUALITYr
SAVINGS--- EVERY DAY!!
STANDING

CHUCK
ROAST

IL-OYER-5

RIB
ROAST

0

V.!i

e

—lb.

•.4 AT 1S.
{
4 11, J

4C
1

lb

';ILiA)!N STEAK - II).

PhEMIL

lb

BACON

•

lb

•

49`

iiraND

- - lb.79

‘;
k

I 'WI'

Ground Beef lb. 29c BACON 30;

!UP) STEAL

lb.6W

1114.0w
ONIONS

2lbs.

3-16. phi.

25c

Cooking Apples
VAN CAMP

TUNA
airrI

atq C
NIRLErs

495 par e

3

CORN
1
19c
3'Ft $11 KOTEX

CRACKERS
ICE - MILK
TRI-SNACKS
PECAN PRALINES
PINK SALMON
49`
GREAT flR RL 4 3BIshi3F°. 25c
IF)
."r
--3 u t"
4p)RELLE

HAI Gallons

icI.G11.1K

9

St NSHINE

9

RFD SKIN —

— —

I

o'

Fl.!..UIT COCKTAIL DEL
P *N EAPPLE

3F

0R

GRAPE JELLY
EillSCO

PAGHET'il

0

DOC FOOD

It A

girc,

KAZAFT

t
gy1

— — — 18-01.3

Ziths.69°
— —

3FoR 19*

-

INSTANT DRY MILK

7 _ ('

—

10-LB. BAG

33°

IMESNING
S %AD DIT
t SSING mituvetp.

INAJION_

KRAFT THOUSAND ISLAND

Ak

k

99c

—19C

WHIP —

3

—

I

DEL MONTE CRUSHED — No. 2 Cali

7 WILDERNESS

_ SITOWROAT —

MiAt T IIIALS

»woo

CHERRY PIE FILM('

-

EXTRA

c

r:-7'

FLAVOR-KIST -

OA'rilla

•

44-4•7

3

F0" $1

r Ft 2No

INs t

3

PEANUT BUTTER

00

PAL —

- — —

Of

23

- 10-0Z.

9W

FOODS
Fine Food
For
Fine Folks

7

WE RESERVE
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RIGHT TO
LIMIT
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